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FOREWORD

1. This mi 1itary handbook is approved
Agent ies of the Department of Defense.

for use by al 1 Departments and

~

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any

I
pertinent data which may be used in improving this document should be
addressed to: Commanding Off icer, Naval Air Engineering Center, Systems
Engineering and Standardization Department (53), Lakehurst, NJ 08733-5100,by

I
using the self-addressed Standardization Document Im rovement Proposal (DD

gForm 1426) appearing at the end of this document or y letter.
I
I 3. This handbook implements the policies of DOD Directive 5000.43,

“Acquisition Streamlining, ” 15 January 1986. Its purposeis to Prescribe
uniform procedures for program managers in applying this pol icy during system
acquisition.

4. The provisions of this handbook apply to the Office of the Secretary
of Defense (OSD), the Military Departments, the Organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, the Unified and Specified Conmiands, the Defense Agencies, and
activities administratively supported by OSD (hereafter cal led “DOD
Components” ).

5. Heads of DOD Components may issue supplementary instructions only
when necessary to provide for unique requirements within their respective
Components. All supplementary instructions are to be 1isted as subsidiary
handbooks to DOD-HDBK-248B (i.e., MIL-HDBK-248B/l (Army), etc. )..

ii
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1. SCOPE

1.1 ~. This handbook provides guidance Information pertaining to
the implementation of Department of Oefense acquisition streamlining policies
as directed by DOOD 5000.43.

1.2 Purpose. The purpose of acquisition streamlining is to promote
innovative and cost-effective acquisition requirements and acquisition
strategies that wil1 result in the most efffcfent utf1fzation of resources to
produce qua1fty weapons systems and products.

Acqufsftfon streamlining fs based on the concept that by applying pertinent
contract requirements and allowfng early industry involvement fn reconznending
the most cost-effective solutions, the Department of Oefense can reduce the
cost and time of system acqufsftfon and 1ffe cycle cost without degrading
system effeetiveness.

1.3 Abstract. The handbook fs sectionalized wfth the text beginnfn
?with Sectf~troduction to Streamlfnfng, followed by three Sectfons 5,

6, 7) whfch descrfbe how to formulate performance requirements, structure the
program’s technfcal data package, and fmplement contractual1 requirements.
Sectfon 8, then, descrfbes streamlfning tools and techniques and ways to
shorten the acquisition process and reduce acquisition cost. Section 9
presents case studfes that demonstrate acquisition streamlining policies,
prfncfples, and management tools and approaches. Appendfx A describes methods
of applying and tailoring speciffcatfons and standards, management systems,
and technfca1 data. Appendfx 8 presents the acquisition streamlining contract
clause contafned in the OFARS, a contractual statement of work provision for
acquisition streamlining, and a data item description. Appendix C presents a
sample acquisition streamlining award fee clause and plan and Appendix O

!iger Team.
resents a charter and operatfng procedures for an acqufsition streamlining

Appendfx E presents an acquisition streamlining initiative
provisfon that expedites payment under value engineering for contractor recom-
mendations.
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!
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!

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Government documents.

2.1.1 Specifications, standards, and handbooks. The followin specifi-
cations, standards, and handbooks term a part of $his document to t e extent
specified herein, Unless otherwise specified, the issues of these documents
are those 1istealin the issue of the Department of Defense Index of Specifica-
tions and Standards (DODISS) and supplement thereto, and are referenced for
guidance only.

SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

MIL-S-83490

STANDAROS

MILITARY

Specification, Types and Forms.

MIL-STO-480 Configuration Control-Engineering Changes, Deviations
and Waivers.

MIL-STD-490 Specification Practices.

MIL-STD-881 Work 8reakdown Structures for Oefense Materiel Iterns.

MIL-STD-961 Military Specifications and Associated Documents,
Preparation of.

MIL-STD-962 Military Standards, Handbooks, and Bulletins,
Preparation of.

MIL-STD-970 Standards and Specifications, Order of Preference for
the Selection of.

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military specifications,
standards and handbooks are available from the Naval Publications and Forms
Center (Attn: NPODS), 5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120-5099.)

2.1.2 Other Government documents,’drawings, and publications. The
following other Government documents, drawings, and publIcatlons form a part
of this document to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise specified,
the issues are those in effect on the date of this Military Handbook and are
identified for guidance only.

Federal Acquisition Regulation,
Part 1.602-2

Contracting Officers Responsibilities.

Federal Acquisition Regulation Acquisition Plans, General Procedures.
Part 7.104

2
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Federal Acqufsftfon Regulation
Part 15.6

Federal Acquisition Regulation
Part 27.401

Federal Acqufsitfon Regulation
Part 52.248

MIL-HDBK-248B

Source Selection.

Rights in Oata and Copyrights.

Value Engineering Clauses.

DOD Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement, Part 7.103(f)

DOD Federa1 Acquisftfon
Regulation Supplement, Part 27.475

DOD Federa1 Acqufsftion
Regulation Supplement, Subpart 46.7

DOD Federal Acqufsftion
Regulation Supplement, Part 46.770-8

DOD Federal Acquisition
Regulation Supplement,
Part 52.210-7005

DOO

DOD

DOD

DOD

dod

DOD

DOD

DOD

DOD

DOO

DOD

Olrectfve 4105.62

Directfve 4i20.3

4120.3+

Instruction 4120.19

Instruction 4120.20

Directfve 4245.3

Dfrectfve 4245.7

4245.7-M

Ofrective 4245.8

Dfrective 5000.1

Instruction 5000.2

Agency-Head Responsfbf1fties, Program
Manager.

Acquisition of Rfghts fn Technfcal
Data.

Warrantfes.

Cost-benefft Analysfs. .

Acquisition Streamlfnfng.

Selection of Contractual Sources for
Major Defense Systems.

Oefense Standardfzatfon and Specifica-
tion Program.

Oefense Standardfzatfon Manual.

DOD Parts Control Program.

Use of Non-Government Specifications
and Standards.

Desfgn to Cost.

Transitfon from Development to
Productfen.

Transition from Development to
Production Manual.

DOD Value Engineering Program.

Major Systems Acquisition,

Major Systems Acquisitfon Procedures.

.3
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000 Directive 5000.19 Policies for the Management and
Control of Information Requirements.

000 Instruction 5000.36 System Safety Engineering and
Management.

000 Oirective 5000.37 Acquisition and Distribution of
Commercial Products.

DOD Directive 5000.43 Acquisition Streamlining.

DOD Directive 5000.45 Baselining of Selected Major Systems.

I 000 Instruction 5010.12 Management of Technical Data.

DOD 501O.12-L Acquisition Management S stems and
;~gat;~uirements Controf List

000 Oirective 5010.19 Configuration Management.

Copies of other Government documents required by contractors in connection
with specific acquisition functions should be obtained from the contracting
activity or as directed by the contracting activity. The documents 1isted may
be obtained as follows:

a.

I b.

Copies of Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), and 000
Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplements (OFARS) are
available from the Superintendent of Oocuments, U. S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, OC 20402.

Copies of DOD Instructions, 000 Directives, manuals and 000
5010.12-L are available from the Department of Oefense Single
Stock Point, Commanding Officer, Naval Publications and Forms
Center, 5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120-5099.

~
2.2 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict

this document and the references cited herein, the text of
precedence. Nothing in this document, however, supersedes

I regulations unless a specific exemption has been obtained.

between the text of .
this document takes
applicable laws and

4
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3. DEFINITIONS

3.1 Acronyms used in this handbook. The acronyms used in this handbook
are defined as fo Ilows:

AN&n

&D
AMSDL

ASRB
ASSIST
BMO
CORL
CE
CGAOS
OCP
OEMVAL
OFARS
010
DODD
DOOISS
ORRB
OSB
OSSP
ECP
ESO
FAR
FOO
FFP
;:: .

IPS
MIL-HOBK
MIL-SPEC
MIL-STO
NAEC
NAVAIR
NOI
NGS
OMB
o&s
Po
$PI
RFP
SCP
so
Sou
TENSE
T45TS
was

.-
.

.

.

.

Advanced Antitank Weapon System - Medium.
Army Materie1 Consnand.
AeronautIcal Systems Oivlston.
Acqulsitlon Management Systems and Oata Requirements
Control List.
Acqulsftlon Streamllnlng Review Board.
Automated Specifications and Standards Information System.
Balllstlc Missile Office.
Contract Data Re ulrements List.

7Concept Explorat on.
Computer Generated Acquisition Oocuments System.
Oecislon Coordinating Paper.
Demonstration and Validation.
OOD Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement.
Oata Item Oescrtption.
OOD Olrecttve.
OOD Index of Specifications and Standards.
Oata Requirements Review Board.
Oefense Science Board.
Oefense Standardization and Specification Program.
Engineering Change Proposal.
Electronics System Olvlslon.
Federal Acquisition Reghlatlon.
Fee Oetermfnatlon OffIcial.
Firm-Fix Price.
Full-Seale Development.
Initial Operational Capabllfty.
Integrated Program Sunsnary.
Mi1itary Handbook.
Military Specification.
Ml1itary Standard.
Naval Alr Engineering Center.
Naval Air Systems Consnand.
Nondevelopmenta1 Item.
Non-Government Standard.
Offfce of Management and Budget.
Operating and Support.
Procuring Contracting Officer.
Preplanned Product Improvement.
Request for Proposa1.
System Concept Paper.
Space Olvlsfon.
Statement of Uork.
Technfcal and Managerial Support Environment.
T45 Jet Flight Training System.
Work Breakdown Structure.
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4. INTRODUCTION TO STREAMLINING

4.1 Common sense approach. Acquisition streamlining is a common-sense
approach to making DOD’s acquisition programs more efficient and effective.
Its ultimate goal, as stated in 000 Oirective (DODD) 5000.43, is to reduce the
cost and time it takes to field operationally suitable weapons systems and
acquire their supporting services.

Acquisition streamlining is intended to provide a framework for meeting that
goal. It deals with requirements definition, the use of specifications and
standards, and contracting. The great potential of streamlining to ensure
effectiveness in acquisition can only be realized if you, the program manager,
fully integrate streamlining rocedures into the weapons system develo ment

g !process; streamlining cannot e effective if you add it at the end of he
process. You must make it an integral element of the program approach during
the definition of requirements, the development of the acquisition strategy,
the translation of that strategy to a contract, and the management of the
contract, during the entire acquisition process.

This handbook is prepared to help you meet the goal of reducing cost and time
while providing workable systems to the field. Not only can it help you, it
can guide the ent’ireacquisition conmwnity (contracting officer, legal
officer, engineer, logistician, etc.) in applying the principles of stream-
lining to individual programs. It is particularly useful to those program
office personnel who focus on specific acquisition functions (e.g., specifica-
tion development, contracting, configuration management) at specific times in
the 1ife of the program.

Stream7ining is not the onIy process designed to encourage effectiveness in
the acquisition process. Baselining (OODD 5000.45), value engineering (DODD
4245.8), design to cost (DODD 4245.3), data management (DOD Instruction, DODI
5010.12), and acquisition of corm-nercialproducts and nondevelopmental items
(DODD 5000.37) are comparable processes that you must consider. Those
processes do not conf1ict; rather, they tend to reinforce one another. None
should be considered more important than the real goal of the acquisition
process: the efficient and effective acquisition of weapons systems that meet
military operational objectives.

4.2 Needs - The basis for system performance requirements. User-clefined
needs initiate the acqulsltlon process. In this handbook, we define need as
the result of a mission area analysis; an analysis that considers such factors
as threat, mission deficiencies, military strategy, operational concepts, and
technology. The needs that result from such an analysis do not dictate a
specific design solution; rather they permit enough flexibility for alterna-
tive solutions to be applied (including those that do not involve new develop-
ment).

4.2.1 Documentation. Needs are documented to justify starting a new
program. Documentation {dentifies the mission area and specific mission
element need, including the basis of the need (such as changes in the threat);
summarizes existing and planned capabilities; and discusses funding implica-
tions, such as affordability and gross cost estimates. It describes alter-
native concepts to be considered, including product improvements, and the

6
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maturity and risk associated with the technology involved. If an alternative
has been selected, the reasons for rejecting other alternatives are described
and further tradeoffs that remain for the selected a1ternative are noted. The
documentation also describes constraints, especially key boundary conditions
for satisfying the need, that establish goals and thresholds and their
priority. Providing such constraints allows for subsequent tradeoffs among
the goals, if necessary, as the program matures. The documentation also
describes any constraints arising from survivability, security, threat pro-
jections, operational support, logistics and manpower, computer resources,
standardization and interoperability, and critical material and industrial
base resources.

Once these needs are documented, approved, and funded, they become the initial
functional requirements for your program, the system operational requirements
and related environments1 requirements stated in terms of desired performance
for the system.

4.3 User-Pul1 and Technology-push requirements. Analysis can identify
fundamental defficienciesin mission areas or speci?’7c weapon systems and can
lead to both the upgrading of existing systems and the fieldin of entirely
new systems and technologies. !Often the terms requirements pu 1 and
technology push are used to describe this process. Requirements pul1 tends to
be more evolutionary with the users identifying a need for an improved system
or capability and requesting an engineering program to develop such an
improvement. In contrast, technology push tends to be more revolutionary; a
breakthrough in technology may, for example, ive the capabi1ity to build a
system beyond the imagination of the user. (?he Manhattan Project for
development of the atomic bomb is a classic technolo y push example.) Most

!systems tend to be a combination of the pul1 and pus methods and both need to
be used.

4.4 Requirements cal1ing for a materiel solution. 8efore a system
development is initiated, the potentlaI for satisfying user needs and system
operational requirements through changes in operations (i..e., tactics,
doctrine, and/or training) must be assessed. If the mission need is found to
require a materiel solution, a modification or improvement to an existin

“7s stem (product improvement) should be considered; if that is not posslb e,
{t e use of a nondevelopmental item (NOI) should then be considered. New
development should be pursued only after those alternatives are explored.

Product improvement offers an a1ternative to the procurement of NDI or
initiation of new development programs, an extension of the 1ife of an
existing weapons system, and a reduction in operating and support (O&S)
costs. NDI are often available from a variety of sources and require little
or no further development effort. They include materiel developed and in use
by other U.S. Military Services or Government agencies, materiel developed and
in use by other countries, and consnercially available products. Using NOI can
shorten acquisition time by eliminating most development StepS within the
acquisition process.

7
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5. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

5.1 Developing requirements. In this section, the evolution of an
o erational need to a statement of capability and performance requirements
It at express the need in a documented form (specification) suitable for
contractual application, wil1 be discussed. As program manager, you do not
determine the need but, rather, work with the user in an iterative process to
define affordable requirements that wil1 best satisfy it. You must strive to
define those requirements that represent the best value, that is, those that
best balance cost and performance.

5.1.1 Types of requirements. You may have to deal with several types of
system performance requirements. Functional requirements are those derived
directly from the statement of need. They include both system operational
requirements and environmental requirements, which define the expected
performance and the circumstances under which that performance must be
attained. Functional requirements are the basis for the analysis that leads
to design requirements (performance parameters such as speed and range as wel1
as special considerations such as human factor,s,reliability, and maintain-
ability) and then to specific contractual statements of work (SOWS).

Your knowing where, when, why, and how al1 the requirements originate is
fundamental to any attempt to streamline them. A key messa e of this chapter

?is the need for an audit trail for clear documentation of he reason for each
aspect of the requirements used in the development or production contract.
Without that knowledge, you cannot rationally trade off requirements.

5.1.2 Functional requirements.

5.1.2.1 Operational requirements. It is useful here to repeat that as
program manager you must work iteratively with the users to define the
functional requirements that wil1 best serve their needs. From that iterative
process comes a system operational requirement, and it then leads to a general
system specification expressed in terms of specific performance measures,
operations concepts, and support concepts.

One of the major points of acquisition streamlining is that you should never
permit this specification to be fixed or frozen in the early phases of a
program. Instead, you should identify the various performance parameters as
either goals (desirable attributes) or thresholds (vital attributes) so that
tradeoffs can be made on the basis of cost and risk analysis as a program
matures. You should provide the development cotmnunity(industry, Government
laboratory, etc.) with the rationale for these parameters and, where possible,
an acceptable performance range for the key system performance requirements.
With that information, the conununitywill have a better understanding of the
need and a greater insight into where tradeoffs can reasonably be made. This
understanding and insight is especially critical during the initial phases of
deve1opment.

Functional requirements must be documented to provide this understanding. The
original need statement must be revised to provide more detai1 on the specific
system alternatives that are under consideration and to incorporate detai1s of
emerging operating and support concepts. The revised documents are then

8
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further updated on the basis of tradeoffs. ContinuallY updatin9 these
documents enhances the audit trail as the program matures.

5.2 Importance of tradeoff studies. Tradeoff studies are the key to
defining best-value requlre!mmts. You must identif cost-performance

{alternatives and systemperformance values, especia ly those alternatives that
require new technical approaches or new technologies. Tradeoffs should
incorporate risk analysis; the process of subjectively determining whether
performance, schedule, safety, supportabi1ity and cost should be attained as
defined in DOOD 4245.7, ‘Transition from Development to Production,0 and in
DoO Instruction (DODI) 5000.36, ‘System Safety Engfneerfng and Mariaement.”

!Tradeoffs should also fncorporate desfgn-to-cost goals, as defined n 00D0
4245.3, “Oesfgn to Cost.” Tradeoff studfes should be centinued throughout the
acquisition process.

8oth the user and developer must know the points at whfch added cost does not
buy an equivalent value fn added capabf1fty. You must evaluate each major
parameter alone and fn combination wfth others to determfne the effect that an
increase fn erformance has on cost.R Then you can choose those requirements
that offer t e best.value.

The notfonal plots in Figures 1 and 2 show two types of sfmplfffed tradeoffs;
fn the first, a sfngle performance factor (energy adsorption) is plotted as a
function of cost, and fn the other, a performance factor (range) fs Dlotted as
a function of another performance factor (payload).

9

J ,

cost

EnergyAdsorption
(Performance)

FIGURE 1. I1lustratfve cost-performance curves.
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To understand Figure 1, consider a situation in which armor plating is a
fairly linear function. To stop a more powerful bullet, a design requirement
wi11 exist for thicker armor at a predictably increasing cost. However, at a
certain point, additional armor cannot simply be added (say, for example, the
weight can no longer be supported by the chassis) and another solution must be
sought. The solution could take many forms, possibly a change of material to
a special alIoy or even a change to a stronger chassis. What is clear is that
a breakpoint exists in the performance-cost curve, the 1inear plot for more
armor at a predictable cost just ended and the curve has a new slope that
depends on which solution is chosen.

As program manager, you need a similar cost-performance plot of each major
technics1 parameter to have enough information for an intel1igent tradeoff
decision. A program with several of its system operational requirements at or
near curve inflection points is extremely sensitive to changes in the threat
or in other program factors, especially cost and schedule. You can compare
any one characteristic (parameter) on a similar two-dimensional chart with
many others. What may seem optimal on one chart of this sort may imply a poor
choice on the basis of some other relationship.

Figure 2 shows three notional plots of range versus payload, with cost and
other performance variables held constant. The shape of such curves can take
many forms depending on the system design and performance parameters. The
important fact is that they are probably not linear and indeed can have very
sharp inflection points (as the upper curve does). These points may be
optimums if they are based on sound data. One of the most famous examples of
such a curve was the B-36 curve of the early 1950s, which showed that the
aircraft was at a technical limit and a very smal1 increase in range would
require a doubling of the aircraft size in order to carry the additional fuel
and malntaln tne payloaa.

5.3 Environmental requirements. Inherent in the user’s statement of a
“job to be done” is the environment in which it must be done. Environmental
requirements and constraints can be some of the toughest problems you must
deal with, often because of the way they are generated. These problems are
highly susceptible to warst-case analysis, and often the combination of worst
cases, selecting the most demanding design requirement from each analysis,
unnecessarily increases program costs.

Historical1y, many programs have merely extracted extremes of weather
conditions fram the user’s needs documentation and 1isted them al1 as the
system’s environmental requirements. For exanmle. consider the case in which

I afiitem being built has a ‘smal1 probabi1ity of”being used in temperatures as
low as - 60 dearees Fahrenheit and a much hiqher orobability of being used in

I a temperate cl;mate. Rather than ask for T06 per~ent perfo~mance at-
-60 degrees Fahrenheit, it may be adequate to accept a 20 or 30 percent
degradation at very low temperatures. 8ath you and the users must be cautious
in specifying environments; you both must examine tradeoffs between cast and
operational effectiveness and use judgement in establishing reasonable values
for environmental requirements.

10
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Payload
(Performance)

‘q

Range
(Performance)

FIGURE 2. 11lustrative performance-performance curves.

5.4 Developing reconmendatlons. You must revfew al1 functfona1 requfre-
ments that appear to add undue cost and rfsk to a program and adjust those
that do not sfgnfficantly affect the capabf1fty of the ffna1 system to counter
the threat. You can probably adjust key performance parameter goa1s wfthout
serfously affectfng the program; however, key performance parameter thresholds
are a dffferent case sfnce the system wf11 not work unless they are met. If
yuu ffnd that those thresholds add undue cost or rfsk, you must review the
entire pro ram and evaluate alternatives to ensure the Government does not

!contfnue w th a program that fs not technfcally feasfble or that fs doomed to
operational faflure. You should reconsnendthose requirements that represent
the best value.

Your revfew and evaluation should focus on developfng reconsnendatfons for (1)
s stem erformance @lternatfves prfor to fnftfatfng the Full-Scale Development
(#SD) p~ase and (2) optimum program phasing to ensure that al1 essentfal
development, test, production, facilftfes, and logistfcs tasks are phased to
❑fnfmfze acquisition tfme. You should evaluate factors that sf nfffcantly

7affect cost, technology rfsk, and rfsk-reductfon alternatfves ( ncludfng
preplanned product improvement and systemlsubsystem and software prototyping)
fn order to arrfve at preferred system alternatives (based on what developers
can provide] and -opt

~~lY~~r reconsnendatfonsfor system alternatives and
stem performance requirements (based on what users

realistically need)._
thefr performance requirements should be based on program rfsks which, fn
turn, are based largely on the maturfty of the technology. Your reconms?nded
performance requirenmts should consfst of both goa1s and thresholds for key
performance parameters. The range defined by goals and thresholds should
define the region of uncertainty associated with forecasts of performance and
cost. Your goals and thresholds should reflect the degree of risk you are
wfllfng to accept as reflected fn your acquisition strategy. Thresholds then

~/ Actually, the best yw can do is to”evaluate and compare a ver small
#number of alternatives that are developed after appropriate tradeo f studies

and analyses and select the most acceptable among those few.

11
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become the minimum system requirements part of the program baseline as defined
by DODO 5000.45, first for development after Milestone II and then for
production after Milestone II1.

5.5 Balance between cost/performance. The relationships between cost
and performance are Important to alI acquisition programs. In stating the
functional requirements, you must be flexible enough to allow some analytical
search for the best value through optimizing and refining particular
parameters. That search should then result in a design whose configuration or
characteristics provide the optimal balance between the user’s need on the one
hand and the range of system performance alternatives and their cost on the
other. You must make sure that the user, and industry as wel1, participate in
the process of balancing cost and performance.

Remember, the entire analysis process is iterative, and you must give
recurring attention to the true mission orientation. As requirements are
significantly revised, you must evaluate them in terms of mission effective-
ness. In other words, continue to examine whether existing systems or other
system alternatives may better meet the user’s need. Look for the best values
among the tradeoffs a1lowed in variable parameters, and reconsider,,when it
seems appropriate, the derivation of each rigidly established threshold. Be
prepared to defer certain goals (especially those that require high-risk or
high-cost technical approaches) untiJ later in the program so that FSD is
based on a foundation of mature technology. P1an to address deferred goals
through product improvements. If analysis results suggest a major benefit
from breaching an established 1imit, determine what additional review steps
are appropriate to justify revising the 1imit.

5.6 Design requirements. Thus far, we have discussed only functional
requirements. However, much of the cost and complexity of any program is
imposed by the myriad specifications and standards that arise in developing
system design requirements.

A system is almost always designed as a group of related subsystems and
components. The processes of allocating and aggregating functions and
requirements are important. In assigning functions and requirements to a
specific subsystem, you should follow a system engineering approach, one that
establishes a disciplined iterative process of definition, synthesis,
analysis, design, test, and evaluation and leads to design requirements for
major subsystems. If you assign conflicting functional requirements to the
same subs stem, its design may be unreasonably skewed by one part of the

{functions requirement. You should guard against locking-in such requirements
by applying specifications prematurely; rather, examine potential conf1icts
for tradeoffs such as a single integrated subsystem versus two separate sub-
systems. As a practical matter, then, you must continue the design task,
arriving at reasonable assignments of functions and requirements throu h
systems engineering. 7Even under that approach, you must monitor the a loca-
tion and aggregation for conflicts.

5.6.1 Application and tailoring of military specifications and
standards. bough every item In a mllltary speclflcation or ml1ltary
standard may be appropriate for some program, every item does not make sense

12
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for ever program.
{

Blanket application, although widely condemned, is
perpetua ed because of a widespread belief that it is best to err on the
conservative side. You must avoid this tendency.

Tailoring military standards and selectively applying them to ensure only
those parts applicable to your particular program are put on contract is a
time-consuming job and must be done by very knowledgeable people. Tailoring
must be a continuing process that begins early in the program and continues as
the design matures. The contract must not preclude desirable alternatives in
requirements but rather must allow for such flexibi1ity.

Once military specifications and military standards are on contract, the only
reviews they get are compliance audits to see whether the work is done; 1ittle
reviewing is done to see whether the work is appropriate and applicable to
meeting system performance requirements. You should continue reviewing to
ensure that al1 military specifications and military standards contribute to
satisfying the requirements.

5.7 Sunsnaryof program manager’s considerateions. As program manager,
you must ensure that s stem operatlonaI requirements are developed through

iseveral iterations wit the user to optimize the equipment for a mi1itary
mission balancing performance and cost. That process should evaluate un-
realistic or marginal requirements and adjust or eliminate them as long as
that adjustment or elimination does not impair the basic goal of the program:
the job to be done. The resulting requirements represent your judgment of the
best value.

Systems engineering should be used to identify top-level design requirements
to be a1located to lower-level subsystem: and components. You must make sure
that you provide an audit trail of how and why those design requirements are
aggre ated and allocated so that if a particular subsystem approaches its

1techn cal limit, you can consider reallocation of functions to relieve those
constraints.

Analysis of functions1 requirements involves tradeoffs among ‘conf1icting
goals, including cost, schedule, and various aspects of performance. You ❑ust
be sure that the analyst recognizes the risks related to uncertainty in
meeting any one of the goals. If failure to meet a design objective would
have a severe detrimental impact on another aspect of the design, the ‘success
of the entire program could be at risk. The analysis must point that out.

certain

●

●

5.7.1 Some cautions. In developing the performance ~equirements, be
that:

Your requirements are indeed requirements and not possible solutions.

You do not freeze design requirements early in a Pro9ram, fOr that
leads to:

.

- Inability to meet a changing threat.

- Unduly constraining a program with technical demands that go beyond
the practical state of the art.

13
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- Technical solutions that are individually attainable but unachieva-
ble in combination.

- Overly conservative application of specifications and standards.

. You recognize that what is needed must be defined at many levels and
the process is iterative. Therefore, maintain an audit trai1 to:

- Provide adequate documentation of performance requirements offering
the best value

- Link detailed contractual SOWS to the mission analysis that led to
program initiation.

14
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6. THE TECHNICAL PROCUREMENT PACKAGE

6.1 Technical procurement package. The technics1 procurement package
is defined as those portions of a purchase or procurement request containing
technical requirements: the system specification, the SOW, and the schedule
of deliverables (including the contract data requirements list). Technical

d7requirements are the 1 k among the user, the program manager, and the
developer or producer.- They reflect the particular stage and acquisition
phase of the program and become part of the system’s specifications. This
section describes general principles that you should follow in structuring the
overal1 technical procurement package.

6.2 Approach to structuring the technical procurement package.
Acquisition streamlining focuses on the performance that IS desired in the
system to be acquired and on the development of the detailed technical
procurement package. The principal function of the technical procurement
package is to conanunicatethe user’s mission and operational and support
requirements to the developer or producer.

The technical procurement package should evolve through the desi n and
development process to result in a set of system specifications for initial
and follow-on production. In preparing the technical procurement package,
describe what is needed by the Government; do not dictate how to satisfy the
requirement.

6.2.1 Characteristics of technical procurement packages. Each program
situation is unique, but the development of a contract technfca1 procurement
package wil1 alnmxt surely be characterized by:

●

●

●

Technical requirements that evolve as the program progresses.

Cost/performance/schedule tradeoff analyses that centinue in each
acquisition phase.

Early cooperative Government and industry participation.

6.2.2 Preparation checklfst for technical procurement packages. In
preparfng the technlcaI procurement package, review the following checklist of
actions that must be taken continuously throughout desfgn and development:

●

●

●

●

Reffne performance requirements (using tradeoffs and other analyses)
by elfminatfng nonessential requirements and adding any mfssing ones
and by elfmfnatfng how to requirements.

Obtain fndustry partfcfpatfon in analyses

Explore technfcal alternatives, including

and tradeoff studies.

the use of NOI.

Avoid premature application of milftary specfffcatfons and standards.

2/ The developer or producer, while usually a prfvate contractor, may some-
Times be a Government organization.

15
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Tailor specifications to the individual system during design and
development.

Use non-Government specifications and standards (e. .,’those prepared
7by industry associations and professional societies .

Control specification referencing.

Refine requirements for management

Assess risk as early as possible.

systems and technics1 data.

~fi~ftn producibility, reliability, maintainability and support-
.

Plan for product improvement.●

6.3 Defining technical requirements. As development proceeds, design
solutions emerge that satisfy performance requirements. They become
Successively more detailed in each acquisition phase. The solutions developed
in one acquisition phase become detailed design requirements for the next I
phase. Figure 3 illustrates this progression.

TECNNICAL
(DHAILED
DESIGN)

REQUIREMENTS

t

—

DETAIL

KNOWLEDGE

-a CORRE~

CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION FULL-SCALE PRODUCllON
EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT AND

VAUDATION DEPLOYMENT

PROGRAM PHASES I
FIGURE 3. Defining technical requirements. I
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In each acquisition phase, progressively and systematically define technical
requirements during contract performance (i.e., during the developer’s actual
f;s~gn and development effort); do not defer them to contract definition

. .. contract negotiations) at the beginning of the next phase. Neither
anticipate nor esttmate technical requirements while the contract is being
negotiated and before you can justify including them in the program. Make
sure they are defined by those closest to the design process: the developer’s
design engineers. The developer’s funct1onal expert must define the reIated
system safety, testing, production, facllities, logistics, and management
requirements early enough to resolve risk (preferably by the time of critical
design review) and to permit timely transition to production. Timelines are
presented in the DoD Manual, “Transition from Development to Production” (DDD
4245.7-M); follow them to ensure development of a fully integrated, produc-
ible, safe, and supportable system. Consider the total cost of ownership when
deciding on technical requirements, in accordance with the policies for
affordable systems acquisition (DODD 5000.1) and for establishing
design-to-cost goals and thresholds (OODD 4245.3).

6.3.1 Using specifications, standards, and related documents. Military,
Federal, and non-Government and consnercla1 speclt1cations, standards, and
related documents (e.g., handbooks, neering drawings) are necessary to

~ng~on-Government specifications andhelp define technfcal requirements.?
standards should be used in preference to Government documents. Po1fcy and
gufdance contained fn 00DI 4120.20 and MIL-STO-970 should be used when
considering nongovernment specificatfons and standards. Streamlining cal1s

‘ifor carefu use of detailed specifications and standards. As design and
development progresses, make sure that the developer selectively applies and
tailors them to meet the technfca1 requfrements of the current phase of the
program. Use those not 1isted fn these sources only when they are essential
and unfque to your program. Ensure that requirements are consistent wfth
other technfcal requirements and wfth data management polfcy (0001 501O.12).

Use a zero-based approach to ensure al1 specificatfons earn thefr way into the
technfcal procurement packa e based on need and justfffed by the performance
requirements. 7Have teams o project managers, engineers, logistfcians, and
configuration managers revfew candidate 1fsts of specffications on an
item-by-item basfs. Then, after those teams prepare a 1fst of acceptable
specifications, arrange for a functlonal review by outside experts selected
for their understanding of the specfffcatfons and how they apply to the
program. That review should ensure that no important requirements have been
omitted. You may include some crftical soecfffcatfons to avoid oroblems. . . .
encountered fn the past, even though they”specify design solutions rather than

~/ The existing system of specifications
Defense Standardfzatfon and Specification
4120.3. The svstem of soecfffcations and
engineering an~ technfca’1descriptions of
methods, and practices relevant to OOD’s contract acquisitions. The system
includes military specifications (MIL-SPECS), military handbooks (MIL-HDBKs)
and military standards (MI I.-STDS). Federal soecffications and standards. and

and standards is known as the
Program (OSSP), estab1fshed by DODO
standards is used to establish the
ftems, materials, processes,

adopted non~Government standards.

.. .
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performance requirements. While you should justify the use of any specifica-
tion on a case-by-case basis and selectively apply it for appropriate use, be
particularly careful in examining those specifications or standards that
increase costs. Added costs should be considered relative to the performance
benefits they bring to the program. Specific guidelines for application and
tailoring are given in Appendix A.

6.3.2 Team approach. Defining technical requirements this way requires
a cooperative team approach involving both the contractor and the Government.

6.3.2.1 Use contractor ingenuity and experience. Most major contractors
have been developing, producing, and marketing thelr products for commercial,
industrial, and Government use for many years. Take advantage of that avail-

able source of expertise by specifying system-level requirements in the
broadest functional/performance terms. Invoking detailed design specifica-
tions or standards in the early phases is counterproductive and 1imits the
latitude for contractor ingenuity and experience in developing a quality and
cost-effective design. Unless techniques are actually important to DOD, do
not tel1 the contractor how to perform.

6.3.2.2 Government responsibilities. Preparing the.technical
procurement package involves a number of people of specialized skills from
organizations at various levels, but the final responsibility and authority
rests with you, the Government program manager. You have the ultimate
responsibility for streamlining requirements for the program. Require
justification for including requirements or tasks and require assurance that
they reflect current technology and that they have been properly selected,
applied, and tailored in a cost-effective manner.

6.3.2.3 Benefits. By following the acquisition streamlining approach,
you can expect~r desian with imnroved oualitv. You wil1 have fewer and
better-defined technical req~irements applied ‘in a ~imely fashion. You can
expect significantly fewer engineering change proposals (ECPS).

6.4 Developing program specifications. Program specifications are
developed ?n each phase of the acquisition process. You must prepare a system
specification, a development specification, or a product specification for
each uniaue system or eauiDment acquisition followino the auidance shown in
Table 1. Sel;ctively apply MIL-SPECS and other Government-specifications,
non-Government specifications and standards, and related documents following
acquisition detailed streamlining policy as described below.

6.4.1 Concept Exploration and Demonstration and Validation. During
Concept Exploration phase, prepare a Type A; System/segment Specification
based on the functional requirements and concepts contained in the System
Concept Paper. That specification is system oriented and defines mission
technical requirements, allocates functional requirements, and defines
principal subsystem interfaces. During the Demonstration and Validation
phase, prepare Type B; Development S ecifications by allocating functional

“E”requirements by subsystem and descrl lng system alternatives contained in the
Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP) and Integrated Program Summary (IPS). These
specifications are subsystem ortented and describe performance characteris-
tics. Prepare individual tailored specifications needed to develop al1 unique
configuration items.

18
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TABLE 1. Evolution of system specifications.

Results I Acauf$~t~onPhases 1 Gulaance

Oemnstrattonand Per0000WDD.1
Pl!aseAct!v!ty ConceptExploration Valldat~on Full-ScaleOevelo~nt and000150U0.Z

ResultsIn SystemConcept Oec{sionCoord~n&t~ng OeciskmCoord~nc.tlon
Paper

per000051XiD.1”
PaperllntegratedProgramPaper/Integrated and0001S000.2
Sumary ProgramSumery

Funct(mal8ateltnaAllocatedEaseItne
(atHflestoner)

ProductionBa5elfn0 PerDOOOS010.19
(atMilestone11) (atMllestomIII)

Oeflnedby TYPOA - TyueB - Oevelovnt Typec - Product
System/Sagmnt

PerMIL-STD-490
Speciffcatlons

Speclfkatlon
Specfffcatfons

Typeo - Process
Specfffcatfon

Typef -Meter{al
SpecfflcatiOn

InTerm of SystemorSegment l~e nl- Prfm Iten l~:::o; Prim Itm ParHIL-STD-490
Speciffcatfonsfor TWO B2- CrtttcalItem

Typee3-NoncOc$Ilex TYPOClb- Prim Item
1tem Fabrlcation

Type24-FaciIltyor TyllaCza-
Ship

Crltlc*lItmn
Functton

Tne B5- software TYTWC2b- CritfcalItem
FabricatIon

TYPOC3- NonconpleaItea
Fabrlcatton

TypeC4- Inventory1ten
TyPaCS - Software

. . .
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During these phases, you should normally cite detailed specifications,
standards, and related documents for guidance only. In the course of contract
performance, the developer should evaluate them and, if they are found to be
pertinent and cost-effective for the program, should tailor them for
contractual applfcation in the FSD phase.

However, there are two exceptions to the procedures just given. The first
occurs when you decide to use items already developed, such as standard parts
and off-the-shelf items. At that point, make all of the applicable specifica-
tions and standards that define the product baseline for those items’ contract
requirements, irrespective of acquisition phase. The second exception occurs
when you (or higher authority) direct either early application of specifica-
tions and standards (that stipulate what is required and when, but not how to)
for acquisition support planning or the imposition of specific design
constraints. In those situations, ensure that such specifications and
standards have already been tailored to the maximum extent practicable.

6.4.2 Full-Scale Development. It is necessary to develop a strategy for
transition from FSD to Production during the initiation of FSD. The
contractor should address specifically what he plans to accomplish during the
Demonstration and Validation phase as it relates to the applicable templates
of DOD 4245.7-M. During FSD, prepare Type C; Product Specifications based on
the production baseline-requirements describing the system contained in the
DCP and IPS. These specifications define form, fit, and function;
performance; and test requirements that must be met before Government
acceptance. Prepare tailored individual specifications needed to produce

%ese specifications should either define how items function or how they
ime items, critical items, noncomplex items, inventory items, and software.

should be fabricated. Prepare Type D; Process Specifications or Type E;
Material Specifications if specific processes or materials are essential for
production.

In FSD contracts, limit the application of specifications, standards, and
related documents to documents cited in the contract as requirements and to
specified portions of documents directly referenced therein (first-tier
references). Make sure that the contract clearly states that al1 other
referenced documents (second tier and below) are for guidance only unless
specifically identified in the contract.

6.4.3 Production. For production contracts, make those specifications,
standards, and related documents identified as the production baseline
contractually applicable for procurement and reprocurement purposes. Include
all tiers that are part of the baseline. During the production phase, ensure
that only essential requirements are carried forward into follow-on production
contracts.

Note that even while following this approach, you are stil1 responsible for
the development and approval of complete and definitive design data and spec-
ifications to support production or any contemplated reprocurement or
follow-on procurement actions. You are also responsible for developing an
economically producible, operationally suitable, and field-supportable design
and for testing and evaluating it to ensure that it complies with al1
contractual1 requirements: performance requirements; SOW requirements; contract
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data requirements; specifications, standards, and related documents; manage-
ment systems requirements; and contract terms and conditions, If you ensure
that all essentfal technical requirements are defined and adequately
satisfied, you wfll meet those responsibilities.

Furthermore, you must comply with law and established DOO policy. However,
yuu should propose changes to any laws and policles you feel are counter-
productive. Provide these proposals to your acquisition streamlining advocate
and be prepared to act on them once you recefve the necessary waivers and
approvals.

6.5 Summary of Program Manager responsfbllltfes. In structuring the
techn{cal procurement package, evaluate a11 statements of requirements,
eliminating or adjusting them as needed. Keep cost/capability tradeoff
options open throughout al1 phases of development.

6.5.1 Review technical procurement package. Review al1 work done in
structuring the technical procurement package. Read the entire technical
procurement package and look for consistenc

i
and accuracy, as wel1 as excess

requirements, including deliverable data, w ile emphasizing comnon sense and
eliminating redundancy. Include the Program Data Manager in the technics1

1005010.12-11 are an integral part of the acquisition strategy.
rocurement package review process to ensure the Data Management procedures of

6.5.2 Schedule. Schedule adequate time to develop and review the
technical procurement package. Recognize that a properly prepared technical
procurement package may take a 1ittle longer but wil1 save time later.

Plan to capitalize on industry involvement and
techn%~i3i#%%I Whenever possible, follow an acquisition strategy using
NOI as first choice. Finally, make sure that technical people have done their
job, that they have read and tatlored the specifications they invoked.
Consider their advice but make final decisions keeping affordability in mind.
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7. CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS

7.1 Contracting overview. This section focuses on how the technical
procurement package described in Section 6 is implemented through the
acquisition process. It begins with preparation of the solicitation, includes
specific acquisition streamlining solicitation provisions and contract
clauses, and addresses the use of incentives and other issues that arise in
the contract execution in each phase of system acquisition. It also addresses
the concept of contracting for best value.

7.2 What is different about streamlined acquisition contracting?
Acquisition streamlining implies a change in the balance of responsibilities
between the Government and industry (the contractor); one in which the Govern-
ment provides the contractor with more discretion, less-detailed guidance, and
greater incentives and rewards for innovation. The contractor, in turn,
assumes more responsibility for designing and developing a producible system
and producing it on schedule and within budget. Acquisition streamlinin9
emphasizes three important points:

●

●

I ●

Source selection criteria, especially in a com etitive environment,
should reflect best value to the Government. lest-value contracting
is focused not on selecting the contractor offering either lowest cost
or best performance, but rather on selecting what represents the best
value. Best-value selection implies some flexibility about require-
ments to allow for tradeoffs.

The Government should employ a team approach in contract development
and negotiation. Streamlining cal1s for judgment on the part of the
Governrnent,especially in dealing with cost and performance trade-
offs. Government contracting and technics1 personnel wi11 need to
work closely to clearly indicate where tradeoffs are acceptable so the
contractor wil1 know what is wanted and wil1 be able to price it
fairly.

Contracting tools should be”used to ensure that the requirements
included in contracts are cost-effective and imposed at the most
appropriate time. These tools include an acquisition streamlining
clause that cal1s on the contractor to reconsnendselective application
and taiIoring of specifications, standards, and other contract
requirements and to limit the tiering of specifications as described
in the contract statement of work.

7.3 The contract business strategy. Al1 aspects of the contract
business strategy, i.e., testing, risk assessment, warranties, and contract
incentives, are subject to acquisition streamlining and are interrelated. For

I eXaMIIle,focus the testing and evaluation to ensure that alJ Dertinent
performance requirements ~re met, and then consider the warranty coverage of
those critical aspects of performance. Another strategy is to determine what
a system could cost if RFPs and contracts were written to eliminate or
minimize the non-value added work being imposed on a contractor, then work
toward that as a goal of the acquisition. You must plan the total contracting
strategy, including streamlining techniques with the contracting officer
before your first discussions with potentia~ contractors. Your strategy
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should address the “solfcitation process, the use of specific acquisition
streamlining solicitation provisions and contract clauses, and the need for
incentives.

7.3.1 Solicitation process. Draft solicitations and presolicitation
conferences are encouraged as a means of getting industry views. After a
draft request for proposals (RFPs) has been issued, encourage industry to
focus on performance requirements. Your objective is to facilitate innovative
solutions in response to the solicitation.

Solicitation provisions and contract clauses wil1 be needed for tailoring the
application of specifications and standards and restricting their tierin as
described in Section 6. AllInsert the acquisition streamlining clause (DF S
252.210-7005) in solimitations and contracts for al1 system acquisition
programs (see Appendix B). The clause requires that the contractor submit
acquisition streamlining recormnendationsin accordance with the statement of
work of the contract. It also requires the contractor to flowdown the
acquisition streamlining requirement in al1 subcontracts in excess of
$1 million.

7.3.1.-1 Contract terms. Contract terms and conditions may also be the
subject of streamlining pro osa1s from the contractor. The Federa1

!Acquisition Regulation (FAR and Oefense FAR Supplement (OFARS) deviations may
be appropriate for requirements for management systems or contractual1 data
(documentation) that can be shown to provide 1ittle benefit in 1ight of their
costs.

Include provisions in the solicitation through the statement of work that
require the contractor to indicate in the early stages of planning how
acquisition streamlining wil1 be incorporated in the program. The solicita-
tion should specifically cal1 for conducting continuing tradeoffs to balance
cost, performance, and schedule (especially prior to FSO) and for constructing
proposals to meet minimum performance requirements based on the results of
those tradeoffs that offer the Government best value. Make sure the solicita-
tion also requires the contractor to use specifications, standards, and
related documents cited by the Government prior to FSO for guidance only and
to apply only those in FSO that are cited in the contract, including those
specified portions of first-tier references. Fundamentally, the solicitation
should be based on user need and should encourage contractors to challenge
performance goals whose benefits are not consnensuratewith cost. Specific
provisions that cal1 for contractor actions are shown in Table 11. They
should be fu1ly incorporated in the statement of work following the example
Acquisition Streamlining Provision (see Appendix B).

7.3.1.2 Cost-benefit analysis. Cost-benefit analysis is central to
deciding which requirements and specifications should be applied. One way to
approach this decision is ask the contractor to quantify the impact of a
particular requirement or specification in terms of its estimated impact on
risk, production, operation, and su port. Rough-order-of-ma nitude cost

Iestimates or budgetary pricing may e used, as appropriate, %ring this
cost-benefit assessment process, following the guidelines contained in the
Acquisition Streamlining Cost-Benefit Assessment Report data item description
(DID) (see Appendix B).
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TABLE II. Statement of work provision.

● Develop a comprehensive approach to acquisition streamlining
early in planning process.

● Conduct connnon-sensetradeoffs to balante performance, cost and
schedule.

● Construct proposals

● Use specifications,
gufdance only prfor
contractually cfted
references in FSD.

to offer the Government best value.

standards and related documents for
to FSU; limit application to those
and to specified portions of first-tier

7.3.1.3 Develop the solicitation in terms of need. Development of the
solicitation based on user need 1s a key action early In the acquisition
process. Industry should formally respond with alternative system design
concepts to satfsfy the approved mission need stated in terms of performance
requirements. The contractors should be free to propose thefr own technical
approaches; mafn design features; subsystems; and alternatives to schedule,
cost, and capability goals. With this type of solicitation, you gain the
benefits of industry innovation and competition and are not constrained by
preordained or prematurely selected equipment approaches.

The solfcitatfon should normally explain the need in mission or capability
terms (not equipment terms), schedule objectives and constraints, pro ram (not
unft) cost objectives, and operating constraints. EIt should provide ack-
ground information on prior studies, constraints inherent in the need, and
technology developed by Government laboratories or at Government expense.

7.3.1.4 Encourage challenges. An offeror cannot challenge the stated
requirement without risking a finding of nonresponsiveness. However, the
contractor’s proposal can show one price for complete comp1iance and can then
fnclude an alternative proposal that meets different requirements. The
offeror must then be able to demonstrate that the new requirements meet the
Government’s basfc need. However, if such an alternative is acceptable, the
RFP must clearly indfcate that such proposals are encouraged. The RFP should
explafn the evaluation crfterfa and that alternative proposals are encouraged
wfthout penalty to the contractor provided the contractor has also proposed
against the solicitation requirements.

7.3.2 Other streamlining previsions and clauses. In the solicitation,
re uire the contractor to describe
2

he extent to which streamlining principles
an procedures are integrated into the design/engfneering process. Ask the
contractor to identify the extent of the resources allocated to streamlining
and to reveal the adequacy of his management review and coordinationsystems,
informatfon systems, and employee reward programs. Ask for lnformatlon to
indicate the suftabf1ity of the contractor’s subcontractor management
procedures and extent to which he shares incentive provisions with sub-
contractors. Ask the contractor to outline the application of his acquisition
streamlining strategy for al1 acquisition phases. By using a specific clause
in the contract and by including a comprehensive provision in the statement of
work, you can ensure that all important aspects of acquisition streamlining
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are included in the contractor’s oroaram as shown in Table 111. Be sure that
the contract identifies contracto~ (~nd Government respansibi1ities as
required) for streamlining; incorporates the streamlining task in the SOU
(gaals, principles, and procedures for streamlinin ); and establishes

~ . The specificincentives (if appropriate) to encourage streamlIn ng
acquisition streamlining clause, statement of work pravision, and 010 are
contained in Appendix B.

TABLE 111. Cantract emphasis.

. Review cantract requirements for pertinence and cost-
effectiveness, including the schedule, SOW, data requirements,
specifIcations, standards, related documents and contract terms
and conditions.

. ~snend appllcatian and tailaring of al1 contract require-

. Limit applicability of requirements imposed by reference.

. Avaid overspeciffcatfan and fnclude only cost-effectfve contract
requirements.

. Provide far subcontractor sharing fn intentIve awards.

7.3.2.1 Incentives. The need far incentives for streamlining is
dependent on the extent of competition. If ca~etitfan exists.
source-selectfan credit for meanfnaful streamlinina effart may-be the most
effective farm of incentive. Makf;g streamlining in inte ral-part of an award

?fee fs prabably the best incentive and the contracting of icer must:

Achfeve the kind af program office fnvalvemant necessary to acquire
best value;

Obtafn best-value performance.

Recall that fn strivfng to abtain best value,.YOU and the contracting officer
are seeking to balance cast and performance.

7.3.3 Necessary program affice involvement. All phases af the
ac ufsftion racess requ re par c pa an y various peaple with specialized
-sk?lls. tlhi?eyou, the ~rogra~~a~ag~~, h~ve ultimate responsibility for the
requirements in yuur pragram, fina1 respansibi1ity and authority far con-
tracting rests with the contracting afffcer. (See FAR 1.602-2 far a statement
af responsibilities, including the need to consult wfth specialists in various
ffelds, as appropriate.) Preparation of an acquisition plan, as required by
FAR 7.104 and DFARS 7.103(f), should begin as saan as a need is fdentfffed.
The streamlining emphasis shauld have its greatest fmpact fn the development
af that acqufsftfan plan. Uhile the contracting afficer, the engineer, and
ather technical and administrative people may participate in the writfng and
the maintenance of the plan, you usually have averal1 respansfbility far it.
Streamlfning’s emphasis on analysis of the relatianshfps among cost, \er-
farmance, and schedule may require more daily fnvalvement and coopers Ion
among specfalfzed staff members than wauld be requfred if the program gaals
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and thresholds were inflexible, but the personnel
changed by any streamlining emphasis.

relationships are not

7.3.3.1 Specialized pricing support. The need for specialized pricing
support, however, 1s increased by streamlining’s emphasis on the flexibility
of requirements and the desirability of various tradeoffs in specification
writing. Both you and the contracting officer need to understand the likely
relationships between cost (and therefore price) and the degree of attainment
of various program goals; awareness of the pricing implications is
particularly essential in negotiations in which the performance requirements
and contract terms to be specified are flexible.

7.3.4 Best-value source selection. prospective contractors who
diligently examine requirements, conduct tradeoffs to evaluate the
cost-effectiveness of alternatives, and challenge conventional wisdom and who
submit their proposals following this approach should be recognized during
source selection. Those contractors should be assured of source selection
fairness through an evaluation process that reinforces these principles and
safeguards against technical leveling, i.e., improperly releasing a
contractor’s proprietary ideas.

7.3.4.1 Assuring source-selection fairness. The flexibility of require-
ments inherent in acquisition streamlining calls for subjective evaluation
criteria. Offerors can submit alternatives, and you must choose among
proposals for diverse levels of mission satisfaction at diverse prices. The
diversity is desirable and is inherent in streamlining. In selecting among a
wide range, however, you must attempt to find the best value.

7.3.4.1.1 Providing information to contractors. The key is to provide
clear, unequivocal information to al1 potential contractors on what are the
important source selection criteria, those that are key to mission success.
Information on the relative importance of technical aspects (performance,
supportability, etc.) versus cost is essential. Carefully specify and clearly
indicate the weighting to be given to each technical factor to encourage
acquisition streamlining efforts and reconsnendations. For example, some
contractor recotmnendationsmay advocate reductions in performance with
significant offsetting reductions in cost, schedule, or risk. Heavy weighting
of proposed technical performance would discourage such offers. Therefore, as
part of the evaluation, you should cite the cost-effectiveness of the proposed
design as the primary technics7 performance criterion. The effectiveness of
cost-performance tradeoffs and application/tailoring of recommendations are
also useful criteria. By including them, you demonstrate to offerors a real
Government conunitmentto streamlining and to acquiring the best value.

7.3.4.1.2 Alternative proposals. It is important that the RFP encourage
the submission 07 alternative proposals offering cost or performance benefits
~~o[~~p ensure that significant opportunities for best value are not over-

. Such alternative proposals offer you and the source-selection board
rea1istic options for program tradeoffs. If the RFP permits the use of
alternative proposals, it must clearly state that such submission wi11 not
result in any penalty to the offeror. (Note: A resolimitation may be
necessary if the Government chooses not to make an award on the basis of
requirements in the original solicitation.)
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7.3.4.1.3 Source-selection procedures. Develop source-selection
procedures to maximize this kind of competition and to minimize the complexity
of the solicitation and evaluation process. Ensure impartial and compre-
hensive evaluation of offerors’ proposals, and select the source whose
pro osal has the hfghest degree of realfsm and whose performance is expected

Ito est meet stated Government requirements. In sunsnary,design
source-selectfon procedures to ensure selectfon of the source whose proposa1
offers best value to the Government, price and other factors considered.

7.3.4.2 Avoidinq technfcal levelfng. Flexfbflfty in requirements, one
of the major features of streamlining, brings wfth ft an fncreased potential
for technfcal leveling. Al1 contractors and potential contractors must
receive equa1 treatment and have equa1 access to a11 relevant Government
information about the requirements and any flexfbf1fty allowed. On the other
hand, you must also avoid improper release of proprietary ideas presented in
any proposal. Thfs is especially true for those fdeas based on the results of
a contractor’s cost and performance tradeoffs prepared fn response to flexible
requirements. If you fafl to respect proprietary rfghts, you may fmpair the
atmosphere of mutual trust that fs essentfal ff the Government fs to benefft
from a wfde variety of orfgfnal fdeas provided by offerors.

7.3.5 Best-value contract performance. You may have to consider the use
of incentives, award fees and guarantees to obtain the best value. You must
also make a consnitmentto contfnua1ly examfne contract requfrements and revise
them ff they are not cost-effectfve.

7.3.5.1 Incentives and guarantees. You may offer incentives to
encoura e the use of specif

7
fc streamlfning techniques. These incentives must

be cons stent wfth your contract strategy. Offer specfffc streamlining
incentives to satfsfy specffic acquisition streamlining objectives. Stream-
1fnfng incentives can also be used to reinforce implementation of other
fncentive-type programs such as value engineering and the use of warranties.

Use the incentive provisions of the contract to integrate the contract pro-
visions that dfrect effective and efficfent contractor plannfng and management
of requirements, promote the submfssfon of recotnnendations for e1fmfnation of
noncost-effectfve technfca1 requirements, and measure the contractor’s overa11
performance fn terms of prfce reductions and shared savings.

7.3.5.1.1 Incentfve/shared savfngs provision. An incentive/shared
Savfngs provfsfon for streamlining may take he form of a specific award-fee
provision in a cost or ffxed-prfce-type contract, or ft may be fncluded under
the cost/performance incentives of an fncentive contract or as part of the
value engineering program. Uhatever form it takes, the incentive provisfon
should generate serfous contractor motivatfon and provfde for near-term shared
savings and effect system prfce reductions. It should reward good plannfng,
sound program management, and the quantity and qualft of streamlining recom-
mendations accepted and used in the program. zThe qua ity and effectiveness of
the contractor’s separately prfced SOU-dfrected streamlinfng effort, proposals
for succeeding phases, and ECPS for cost savings could al1 be rewarded in
accordance wfth the intentive provisfons of the contract.
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7.3.5.1.2 Subcontract sharing provisions. The subcontract sharing
provisions for all maJor subcontractors should include any streamlining
principles, procedures, goals, and incentives that are incorporated in the
prime contract. A significant streamlining response from al1 subcontractors
can produce sizable cost reductions for the program. Incentive sharing
provisions should also include incentive/shared savings arrangements to
motivate subcontractor performance.

7.3.5.1.3 Iiarranties. Seek guarantees of performance by requiring
warranties. The use of warranties in the procurement of weapons systems is
mandatory pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 2403 unless a waiver is authorized (see DFARS
Subpart 46.7). DOD policy (set forth in DFARS 46.770-8) is to evaluate the
cost-effectiveness of each warranty and to initiate a waiver request whenever
the system’s 1ife-cycle cost would be lower without the warranty. Stream-
lining’s emphasis on off-the-shelf items (and components) may imply the
acquisition of parts that are normally warranted in commercial trade.

Where the warranty provides the Government adequate assurance of a uality
:product, the contractor should not also be required to demonstrate etailed

quality-control procedures nor should detailed standards be imposed to control
manufacturing procedures.

7.3.6 Conducting tradeoffs and relaxing requirements. As noted in
Section 5, the system performance requirements contained in the solicitation
are the Government’s best estimate of its need. Offerors should therefore
construct their proposals with a balance of al1 factors that wil1 offer the
Government the best value. Performance requirements are designated as either
thresholds or goals. Desired goals may stil1 be traded off, and you should
encourage those tradeoffs, on a single-element basis or in combinations.
Tradeoff factors may include, but are not 1imited to, design performance,
cost, schedule, application of MIL-SPECS /MIL-STOS, and use of off-the-shelf
items or NDI.

I
7.3.6.1 Tradeoffs provided by offerors. Encourage offerors to provide

the Government with common-sense tradeoffs to improve quality and effective-
ness or to reduce the time and cost of system acquisition. Assess those
tradeoffs to assure that an improvement in one factor does not adversely
affect any threshold. Make an integrated, balanced assessment of the overal1
value of each proposal, measuring it in terms of system operations1 effective-
ness and suitability and in context with cost and risk factors.

7.3.6.2 Interpreting and complying with contract requirements. During
the performance of contracts for the deslgn of major systems, contractors have
sometimes found difficulties in interpreting and complying with some require-
ments. Under these circumstances, the contractor can be tasked to conduct a
postaward detailed review of the requirements. Under such a task, have the
contractor submit recommendations on how requirements might be changed to
effect more economical and efficient performance. This approach requires con-
tractors to find the most efficient method for meetin program ob “ectivesand

f i ““provides you, the program manager, with an objective asis for de ermlnlng the
cost-benefit tradeoff. The pricing for the contractor’s streamlining effort
may be separately identified in the contract along with some indication of the
nature of the effort expected. This contractual procedure is probably the
best method for obtaining contractor recommendations for streamlining that
should take place in succeeding phases of the program.
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8. STREAMLINING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

8.1 General. Thls section describes streamlining tools and tabulates
acquisitio~mlining responsibilities.

8.2 Acquisition streamlining tools. Uell-defined tools that can be
app1ied to both ongoing and new acquisition programs are available. These
tools can be used in developing practical, functional, performance require-
ments, in structuring streamlined technical packages, and in implementing
contractual requirements. Table IV 1ists these tools, and each is described
briefly in this section.

TABLE IV. Acquisition streamlining tools.

I Area of Streemlining Emphasis Streamlining Tool

Performance Requirements

Technics1 Package

Requirements discipline
Market analysis
Independent feasibility studies
Post award contract requirements review

Specification tailoring
Computer-as’sisteddocument preparation
Technical data application and tailoring
Tiger Teams

Contracting Streamlining clauses
RFP techniques
Streamlined source selection
Best-value contracting
Contracting to reduce risk

8.2.1 Requirements discipline. A major problem that arises when the
acquisition process is protracted fs ‘requirements creep”, i.e., the inability
to stabi1ize performance requirements long enough for an acquisition program
to satisfy them. To deal with that problem, you.must impose a discipline on
requirenmts. You can use the following straightforward nine-point approach:

Clearly define performance requirements; distinguish between those
that are nice to have and those that are essential. Recognize that if
circumstances change (e.g., the threat) and original requirements are
inconsistent with the change, the program should be restructured.

Understand user needs and the technolo y that is available to meet
7them; use only mature technology that s ready for application.

Know what is available and use it, use NDI and off-the-shelf equipment
where applicable.

Make simple enhancements to existing equipment to mee new require-
8ments; begin with a preplanned product improvement (P I) philosophy

and build on it.
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●

●

●

●

●

Def~ne requirements for a ~lock capability improvement, one that
satisfies several requirements at the same time, rather than
addressing each requirement with a separate improvement program, and
stand firm; ‘a”specific capability improvement that is fielded is worth
more than a delayed additional improvement that is not.

Use competition; block improvements are new
ideas from new contractors.

Support contractor understanding; make sure
the requirements, understands them, and has
articulate ideas that affect the program.

opportunities for new

that the contractor knows
the opportunity to

Agree early on testing and evaluation; agree on what and how to test
and on criteria for knowing whether requirements are satisfied.

Write clear contracts; make explicitly stated requirements the focus
of the contract.

.capab:;;;e:~”
Better knowledge of what is available to satisfy

user needs, aval ab e technologies, existing hardware, and industrial. .
— is key to establishing the technical foundation of a program.

Easy and eariy access to a wide range of qualified industry sources and .
prospective contractors can accelerate the contracting process and can bring
to the program a variety of feasible technical approaches. You can best
attain such access through a.well-structured approach to market analysis.
Conduct a market analysis to be aware of what is possible before you pick a
specific acquisition strategy.

8.2.2.1 Market surveillance/investigation. Market analysis has two
elements: early market survei1lance that precedes program initiation and
market investigation to gather sufficient data, inc7uding data on existing
systems, that when coupled with the user’s needs can form the basis for
developing and carrying out the acquisition strategy. Use both.

&estions that should be answered in conducting market analysis include “Wil1
NDI satisfy a user’s need? Will products be available in sufficient
quantities when needed? Are products fully compatible with existing assets?”

Depending on the needed product, co 1 lect information on product availabi1ity,
industry structure, consnercia1 product acceptabi1ity, and product support.
Collect this information from other Government users, industry, test sites,
and surveys of the 1iterature;

I 8.2.3 Independent feasibility studies. During the initial phases of
development, conduct studies to Identify cost-performance tradeoffs. Those
studies shouTd identify cost-performance alternatives and system performance
values that require new technical approaches or requirements for new
technologies. Besides the studies done by contractors as part of normal

I
design and development, additional tradeoff studies should be done to
independently verify the feasibility of candidate system alternatives. With
the users, you must continuously evaluate performance factors that drive the
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cost or increase technology risk, a d you must continuously assess risk-
9reduction alternatives (including P I and system/subsystem prototyping

‘considerations) to facilitate the selection of preferred system alternatives
and optimum system performance requirements prior to initiating FSD.

8.2.4 Postaward contract requirements review. In the demonstration and
validation phase and in FSD yOU should refine the requirements before under-
taking major design and development activities. A streamlining technique
under consideration by the Arqy is contract definition subsequent to award of
the development contract, as reconsnendedby the Army Materiel Consnand
(AMC)/Industry Atlanta IX conference. This technique can augment norms1
source-selection procedure, where awards are based on the usual circumstances.

Under certain circumstances (such as when unrealistically low contractor bids
are expected or where functional specialists impose requirements that may have
unreasonabley increased program cost), use a short contract definition subphase
that focuses on further requirements definition subsequent to contract award.
It will hel the winning contractor to better clarify the requirements by

Rmeeting wit both you and the user for an extended (e.g., 2-6 months) eriod.
!Durin this time, you should specifically focus on clarifying and fins izing

?speci ications, SOW requirements, and the contract data requirements 1ist
(CORL); on identifying risks and developing a plan to manage them; and on
finding the most costly requirements and examining possible cost-performance
tradeoffs. That subphase can help reduce the risk to the Government because
you and the contractor can determine realistic tradeoffs while finalizing
s edifications.
R

It also provides more accurate pricing of the remainder of
t e contract since the requirements are better defined.

8.2.5 Specification tailorinq. All military specifications and
standards are tatIorabIe, some more easily than others. Many have been
specifically formatted to facilitate tailoring and contain tailoring
appendices to be used as guidance. An excellent process for developing
tailored specifications is the Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division (AS)
“MIL-PRIt4EmProgram. The MIL-PRIflEprocess involves identifyin the

~ For eachsignificant specifications and standards used in ASD’s acquisit on.
of these relatively few items, ASO prepares a flIL-PRIMEdocument that:

●

●

●

●

States requirements in operational/performance terms.

Provides general criteria.

Provides specific parameters (but omits values, for that forces
tailoring).

Provides, in an appendix, guidance on how to calculate values (fill in
blanks) and lessons learned from prior experience. .

8:2.5.1 Computer-assistealdocument preparation. Modern information
management techniques can assist in the development of a tailored system
specification or an RFP. These techniques can be a plied to the complete
technics1 package: BSOW, CORL, MIL-SPECS and MIL-ST s, and data item
descriptions (OIDS). By using a menu and res onding to a series of prompting

Yquestions, your contract and technical specia ists can select specific
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paragraphs from each tasking document, tailor them to meet the system specifi-
cation, and update them on the basis of design and development experience.

8.2.5.1.1 Computer Generated Acquisition Documents System (CGADS). Two
specific automated document preparatIon systems have been developed
Force.

by the Air
The Computer Generated Acquisition Documents System was developed at

the Electronics Systems Division (ESD) to prepare contract packages. With
CGADS, documents are prepared by answering yes, no, or undecided to simple
questions prepared by staff,specialists. (Some user assistance is built in.)
It generates a unique set of task and data requirements to create the SOW text
and specify CORL entries. DIDs are automatica1ly identified, and references
to MIL-STDS and MIL-SPECS are cited. A hard copy of the document can be
printed out or the file can be downloaded from the central VAX co uter to
remote work stations for subsequent editing and distribution. CG% can be
accessed from a VT-100 terminal to dia1 into the ESD computer; alternative1 ,
a tape can be furnished to interested users. {CGAOS is programmed in FORTRA .

8.2.5.1.2 Technical and Managerial Support Environment (TEMSE)
Docwriter. The ~SE Docwrlter was developed by the Air Force Space Division
~tructure the program technical package. This system provides both
requirements and specification management and a document preparation
capability. It provides standard ou~ine.s.for system specifications’and SOWS;
prepares structured documents, verif~cation and traceabi1ity matrices, and
management sunnnaryreports; and maintains an audit trail of specification
tailoring. It helps manage requirements by storing the requirement text and
analyzing its content. It also offers detailed interpretation and guidance on
tailoring MIL-SPECS and MIL-STDS. CurrentlY about 50 MIL-SPECS are
incorporated into the system. The system can be used to further refine the
output of CGADS. It is progransnedin PL-1 and PASCAL for an 18M 360 computer
system.

8.2.5.1.3 Automated Specification and Standards Information System
(ASSIST). The Naval Air Engineering Center [-ENGCEN) has developed the
~o provide information and visibility on specifications, standards, and
other standardization documents and to improve thei~ currency, accuracy, and
management. The ASSIST data base includes 33,000 mllitary and other Govern-
ment specifications, standards, bulletins, and handbooks with their
references and another 10,000 without
on an International 8usiness Machines

their references. The system
(18M) 4341 mainframe computer

However, rensde access is 7imited.

I

primary
operates
at NAEC.
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TABLE V. Methodology for the application and tafloring of technical data.

APPLICATION AND TAILORING PROCESS

SEARCH SELECT
(Focus on Performance,

TAILOR
(Choose Proper Tools (Modify to Fit)

Operationa1 Needs) to Achieve Results)

● Use zero-base methodology . Select data require- . Scrub al1 data require-
to develop data require- ments from a 1ist of ments resulting from the
ments. authorized data, data cal1 at a Oata

AMSOL. Requirements Review
● Plan data requirements Board (ORRB)

as an integral part of . Compare the cost of
the overal1 planning for data with the bene- . Establish data require-
systems, materiel, and fits to be derived ments according to the
services. from their intended streamlined provisions

use. of requirements docu-
● Use the data cal1 process ments, such as specifi-

to identify essential
data needed.

. Encourage uniformity cations and standards.
in 000 component
data requirements. . Establish data delivery

dates that permit
reasonable and timely
accomplishment of
program objectives and
intended uses.

Oevelop requirements for
list them in the CDRL.

Select and tailor technical requirements to-acquire only that technical data
essential to carrying out the acquisition strategy. The methodolo y for

7applying and tailoring technical data requirements in shown in Tab e V. .

8.3.1 Tiger Teams. A Tiger Team is a dedicated team of Government and
contractor program management, contracting, and technics1 personnel formed to
accomplish an intensive short-term (e.g., a few months) streamlining task. It
can be used to meet program affordabi1ity goa1s by centinuing to look for
areas in which costs can be reduced. Appendix O provides a sample Tiger Team
charter and procedures.

8.4 Streamlining alternative to value engineering. Recognizing the
importance of Value Engineeri~~ as an integral part of the design and
development effort, an alternate provision (in 1ieu of VE clause FAR 52.248)
to enhance and exoedite the orocess of the VE orincioles is beina considered
by the Air Force.’ The provision is described in Appendix E and is provided as
an option to the VE FAR clause stated above.

cont~~~or~y. ~echniques are available to obtain more responsive
ou an provide early information through draft RFPs

and by preproposal b~iefings; you can suggest alternative proposa1s in the
RFP; and you can highlight important points by using an RFP executive sunsnary.
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8.5.1 Draft RFP and preproposal briefings. Use informal techniques to
encourage intlustryto consnenton planned acquisitions. The objectives of
these efforts are to improve requirements, identify and tailor applicable
requirements, and meet system performance objectives efficiently and
effectively.

Provide a draft RFP to potentia1 offerors to encourage early industry involve-
ment in identifying cost-effective requirements. Use such drafts to obtain
valuable feedback from the source or sources involved. Make the draft RFP as
complete as possible and be sure it contains key performance requirements, any
essential specifications and standards
describes the acquisition.

, a CDRL, and/or a draft SOW that

In some instances, involve industry prior to releasing a draft RFP,
through presolicitation conferences.

~erhaps
Give the same information on t e Govern-

ment’s interest to al1 industry contacts. Re uest contractors to provide
7information on how the Government can general y satisfy its needs most

effectively, including by alternative methods that have not been considered.
Ask contractors for information on how restrictive requirements can be
tailored to foster competition. Give industry as much time as practicable to
prepare responses.

8.5.2 Requests for alternative proposals. Alternative proposals can ‘“
take different forms. One approach used by the Army is to encourage offerors
to propose variations to the RFP that would be evaluated and incorporated if
determined to be advantageous. (Note, however, that the alternative proposal
must be accompanied by one that is responsive to the RFP.) Another approach
used by the Naval Air Systems Command is to cal1 for an alternative proposal
that reflects the contractor’s best efforts at streamlining.

8.5.3 RFP executive summary. Include an executive summary in the RFP to
indicate to contractors the principal areas of emphasis. For example, to
highlight cost-performance tradeoffs, an executive surmnarycould read:

“In this procurement, the Government is primarily interested in selecting
the offered design that satisfies the designated firm requirements
(thresholds) and is judged to achieve the best combination of stated
goals at the lowest total 1ife-cycle cost. In this connection, offerors
are encouraged to submit their reconsnendations on how to meet firm
re uirements and also to provide the best combination (based on trade-
7of s) of requirements for meeting “technical,performance, and schedule

goals at the most reasonable cost.”

8.6 Streamlined source selection. Keep the time and effort devoted to
selecting a contractor and awarding a contract to a minimum, but at the same
time make sure that you select the source whose proposal is the most credible.
and whose performance can be expected to provide the best bargain for the
Government. The Air Force Ballistic Missile Office (BMO) has developed a
procedure to reduce the time required for source selection. The maJor
differences from the traditional selection approach are that the BMO procedure
uses:
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Fewer evaluation factors, not more than 10.

Smaller proposals, not more than 100 pages.

Fewer members of evaluation board, not more than 10.

Ora1 presentations to evaluation board by offerors.

Firm consnitmentto shorten the schedule, 9 weeks.

8.7 Best-value contracting. A prudent tndivldual often compares the
relative values involved in the choice between a satisfactory product at a
reasonable price and a better product at a higher price. Streamlining, with
its emphasis on flexibility in requirements, Involves similar selections of
best value. Where unlike offers are to be evaluated, use a rational
evaluation techniaue and clearly describe it in the RFP (in Section N,
‘Evaluation Factors for Award”); following source selection guidance contained
in FAR Part 15.6).

8.7.1 Best-value with performance specification. Best-value contract~ng
works best wfih a performance soecification rather han a detailed design
specification. Th{s encourages’examining potentia1 tradeoffs that sati~fy
requirements without imposing design solutions. Potential contractors must be
clearly informed early if variations to the RFP are acceptable and how they
wi11 be evaluated and incorporated, if found to be more advantageous to the
Government. Then source selection is based on initial evaluations that
surface advantages, disadvantages, and high risk areas of competing proposals
followed by comparing their relative value to their cost. Where difference in
value offsets the difference in cost, the Government can base its selection on
best value rather than lowest cost.

8.7.2 8est-value demonstration. The Army successfully demonstrated
best-value contracting in NDI acquisition. In an RFP, it required the
offerors to propose only total systems (hardware and software) that had been
designed, developed, and tested and whose principa1 components were currently
in production. The offer had to include a system performance specification
describing the performance characteristics of the proposed system that would
satisfy the general requirements presented in the RFP. Although it included
the usual MIL-STD requirements in the RFP as desired features, the Army was
prepared to accept less than a ful1 MIL-STD system to gain the cost and
schedule advantages of an NOI system. Potential bidders were informed t~at -. -
systems that varied from the requirements in the RFP would be evaluated and
accepted if determined to be more advantageous to the Army.

To.carry out best-value contracting, offerors must be allowed to bid what they
feel is their best-value system. Since best value is subjective, it becomes a
compromise between al1 the parties on the Government evaluation team. The
best technical solution may not be the best operational solution, etc. With
other members of the Government team, you must agree on criteria for the
best-value system before entering negotiations, and best and final proposals
must be evaluated on how close they meet those criteria.
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‘8.8 Acquisition streamlining responsibilities. Responsibility for
acquisition streamllnlng continues hroughout he acquisition process. You,
the program manager, along with the contracting officer and developer/
contractor, each have responsibi1ities for streamlining performance require-
ments, the technical package, and contracting. These responsibilities are
sunsnarizedin this section for ease of reference in Table VI.

TA8LE VI. Responsibilities for acquisition streamlining.

Respnnsibfltty Acquls~tiOnPtIr,se
[ofProgram IMager (PHI, ContriIct fng
Officer (CO] and(~ loper/Contractor IMpactl Concept OamnstrationFull.Scale

Exploration and Va I Idat ion Oeve lop~nt Product {on

Provide requir~”ts in terms of miss io” PR, C ●
needs and operational and support
Capabflftfes (PM]

Chal lenga requfrem!nts and pr.av ide for PR, 1P ● ● ●
revfeu board approval [PM)

●

Apply opnrat ions 1 test and evaluation PR e
requir~nts (PM]

● ●

[stab 1ish accountabi 1f ty for requ{re- PR, TP, C ●
ments (PHI

● ●

Ensure schedules permit review of PRO 1P, C ● ●
requ Irwents by industry and program

● ●

of ffce (PM]

Use contractor Ingenuity and experience PR , 1P
(PHI

o ● ● ●

Consider NO1 and commercial products
(PM)

1P,C ● ●

lleve lopsupport systems to s lw1 ify TP,C ● ●
applicationandtailoring (PM)

Hake sure that program office personnel 1P, C ● ●
are trafned In application and tailoring
methodology (P!!)

Use zero-base methodology to develop TP ● ●
contract requirenmnts (PM)

Initiate mnagement controls to assure 1P ● ●
cost-effective tai lorfng (Pm)

● ●

Ma fntaf n tat Ioring record for 1“tegra ted P!+, 1P, C ●
Program SUmmy (lPS) at ❑ilestone

● ●

reviews (Pm)

Cond~p~-”a=<d design IWV{US [PHI 1P ● ●

Develop pt.ogram cost estimdtes for TP, C
Specif i cat f ens, data, and management

● ●

systems before including fn RFP (PM)

Use draft RFP and preproposa I brief ings c ● ●
for industry coum?ent (CO)

● ●

Use source selection evaluation criteria 1P, C ● ●
to encourage contractor to recomnenda.

● ●

tions far application and tailoring
(co)

Require that tailoring objectives c ● ●
and Incentives be shared by sub-

● ●

contractors (CO)

,-
I Str.samlining responsibilities iupact perfownce requirements (PR), the technical package (1P), and the
contract (Cl.
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TABLE VI. Responslbilltles for acquisition streamlintng (continued).

Rmpmsfbility Acquisftfon Phase
(of Program Manager (PM),Contracttng
Officer(CO)and(~lopar/Contrictor Impactl Concept Oemnstratfoo Full-Scale

Exploration and Validation Oevelopimnt Product fon

Include selected lfstof candidate 1P, c ● . ●
● .

specfflcatfons for rumlatory application
md taflorfngconsfdaratfonfnVP (CO)

Obtafn contractor application and TP, C ●
tailoring plan (CO)

● ●

Oevelop a separately priced contract TP, c ●
ftem far pr Im and subcontractor

● ●

appl~catfOn and tallorfng act fvltles
after award (CO)

Authorize use of contract fntemal 1P, c ● ●
mthod$, process and ddta“(CO)

● ●

Establ fsh Incmt !ve/$hwed savfngs c ●
structure (CO)

●

Pmvlde fncent tve $harf ng to contractor c
fn accordance w Ith bus lnms awange-

● ●

mcnt (co)

Conduct cost-benefit am l~es of TPo c ● ●
stremlfnfng rrcwnendatfons (CO)

● ●

~g;y contractual warranty pmvfsfons 1P,c ●

Conducttradeoff stud f es (PM) PR, TP ● ● ●

Owe lop system- Iwo 1 requlremnts fn PR ● ●
funct fona I term (Pll)

!se functional specifications . few, ff TP
my, “how to” specfffcatfon$ md

● ● ● ●

standards (PM]

Ivofd premturc applfcttfon of TP ● ●
ICwciffcatfdn$#nd$tandards(Pm]

● ●

@plymlnl~lf0rm81raquf~nt on 1?
bxtmmtat fon (PM)

● ● ● ●

:nsure requlrem?nts documents used TP, c ● ●
we speciffcilly ctttd or directly

● ●

,eferenced in contrtct (OC )

Is@ flexibility fnherent In speciff - TP ●
:atfons [Pm)

● ●

Ise standard parts and mterfals (PM) TP ● ●

:~has f 2.2 .2C0”Wf Ca 1 pW”C f bf 1 f ty by 1P
wfng planned pmduct!on methods and

● ●

recesses [PN)
1,.–..–....-. .>...... . .aweam, mlng r.?sponst D1 llc!es l~act per formmce requirecm!ts IPRI, the technical package (TP), and the
contract (C).
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9. CASE STUDIES

9.1 Case studies. This section presents three individual case studies
of streamlined acquisition programs, one each in the Army, Navy, and Air
Force. They are offered as representative examples of progress at different
phases of the acquisition process.

9.2 Initiating a new program. The Army’s Advanced Antitank Weapon
System-Medium (AAWS-M] program used a number of streamlining techniques in
beginning a new acquisition program.

9.2.1 AAWS-M program description. The purpose of the AAWS-M program is
to develop a weapon that is highly lethal against advanced threat armor and at
the same time is able to engage hard-point targets (e. ., bunkers) and
hovering helicopters. $It wi11 replace the current DRA ON by providing a
portable, one-man system usable in al1 battlefield environments, including
those with electronic and electro-optical countermeasures.

The initial AAWS-M statement of need was approved by the Army in early 1984.
Subse uently, tradeoff studies of maximum range versus weight have refined

7“letha lty and weight requirements (both thresholds and goals). Contractors
have been provided latitude to make additional tradeoffs within these
specified ranges.

The acquisition strategy cal1s for assuring that all possible technologies are
given adequate consideration and that competition is maintained throughout the
program. An Army task force conducted concept exploration (including prepara-
tion of a draft RFP), culminating in a milestone review in APrjl 1986 that
authorized release of the RFP. Five proposals were subsequently received and
three firm, fixed-price (FFP) contracts were awarded for demonstrateing three
differing guidance technologies: command 1ine-of-sight, fiber-optic guidance,
and imaging infrared seeker. Each contract has a $30 mil1ion ceiling and
requires prototype flight testing in 27 months.

Teaming wil1 be required for FSD; the winning team wil1 be selected based on
performance during technology demonstration and on estimated costs of FSD and
options for low-rate initial production. Team members wi11 compete against
each other for full-scale production.

9.2.2 Streamlining techniques, AAWS-M program. The AAWS-M program team
successfu11Y tallored the sow In the FP to eIlminate how to’s in Dr09rNII

management,-configuration management, systems engineering, and rel’iab;1ity and
maintainability. Oata items were minimized and tailored. Offerors were
required to review al1 specifications and standards cited in the RFP and
recotmnenddeviations or substitutions that would result in cost,savings.
aPerformance requirements as origins1ly defined by the user were reviewed and
challenged, first in internal Army staff reviews and then again by Army
acquisition executives following industry input. Nonessential performance and
other contract requirements were eliminated, and overstated requirements were
modified. Specific techniques followed in this case were:
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The pro ram organization was staffed at its inception with a core
?group o personnel who understood streamlining principles and had al1

disciplines that would be required in the program office.

Mature technology was prototype in a technology demonstration,
proof-of-principle phase that led into FSD. (If the technology is
sufficiently mature and the threat projection is sufficiently stable,
elements of the concept exploration and deumstration and validation
phases can be combined.)

Foreign alternatives were considered in terms of which forei n systems
?could satisfy user requirements and which required compromis ng

requirements. Clear policy decisions encouraging forefgn participa-
tion were obtained early.

A detailed baselfne cost estimate was developed on the basis of
engineering data, and it served as a foundation for estimating the
costs of system alternatives or enhancements.

Speclficatfons and standards were tailored to reflect realistic
environmental requirements. Specific requirements were extracted from
the statement of Required Operational Capability, actual requirements
of fielded systems were used and technical experts in specialty areas
(e.9., nuclear survivability! were consulted.

Functional requirements were established to minimize how-to direction,
eliminate unnecessary tasks, and minimize data items. Guidance was
provided to functional organizations, and they were re uired to

7examine how best to accomplIsh their objectIves, to ta lor data items,
and to justify why data were needed and how they would be used.
Specifications and references were used “for guidance only,” and early
partfcfpatfon of fndustry was obtafned fn formulating requirements.

The Army decfded early on acqufrlng data rfghts. It determined those
data needed for subsequent competition and included a contract clause
requirfng contractors to provide the data to be delivered with limited
rfghts.

A mfnfmal number of acceptable logfstics support analysfs tasks was
specfffed to be completed by prospective bfdders.

Consistency between the RFP and Source Selectfon Evaluation Plan was
ensured by designating the source selectfon participants early and
matchfng the proposal preparation information requirements with those
requfred for source selectfon.

The draft
receiving
revfsfons

RFP was revfsed on the basfs of fndustry consnent,and after
fnputs from key Government decfsfon-makers, only limited
were permftted.
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9.3 Tailoring specifications early. The Air Force’s C-17 heavy-lift
transport aircraft program office conducted a continuing rigorous specifica-
tion tailoring effort that began at program initiation and has continued into
FSD.

9.3.1 C-17 program description. The purpose of the C-17 program is to
provide next-generation intertheater and intratheater transport aircraft for
the Military Airlift Consnand. The C-17 aircraft will be able to deliver
forces over intercontinental distances directly to forward locations, thereby
obviating the need for intratheater airlift. While planned as the final
increment in long-term intertheater airlift capability, the C-17 wi11 also
have the flexibility to augment the C-130 tactical airlift fleet, providing a
first-ever intratheater capabi1ity to carry outsize cargo.

The C-17 program, which began as the Advanced Medium Short Take-off and
Landing Transport (AMST) program, entered FSO in 1985, and Initial Operational
Capability (IOC) is planned for the early 1990s. The single prime contractor
has been selected, and one contract covers development with options for
production. That contract also includes key elements of the support concept;
interim contractor support, concurrent acquisition of spare parts, and use of
comnon support equipment. The contract Jimits the applicabi1ity of specifica-
tions to those that are explicitly stated in the contract; specifications that
might otherwise be applicable by reference are not binding. Management plans,
although required in the FSO RFP and offered by the contractor, were not
included in the contract.

The contract has award-fee and incentive-fee provisions. It also incorporates
a strong warranty whose key requirements wil1 be tested during an operational
readiness evaluation one month after establishing the IOC. If the C-17 fails
to meet any single performance threshold included in the contract, the
contractor-will-lose half of the total incentive fee and will still have to

I meet the threshold under terms of the warranty.

9.3.2 Specification-tailoring approach. The specification-taiIorin
effort was initiated on the AMST oroaram and carried forward into the C-1?
program. Experience on previous pro@ams indicated that inapprqriate
application of MIL-SPECS would be costly and might even preclude the use of
desirable approaches.

The first draft of instructions to go with the RFP included specifications
(directly referenced or those required through tiering) that addressed such
unnecessary requirements as steel fi1ing cabinets, paper grocery bags,
packaging and packing of thread, curling animal hair, and packaging procedures
for submarine repair parts! Further examples of the tiering problem showed
that four first-tier specifications (for packaging/handling/transportation,
systems engineering, specification practices, and provisioning) called out 143
second-tier specifications, which in turn, called out 4,270 third-tier spec-
ifications, an overwhelming number of which contributed 1ittle to the quality
of the C-17 design.

A three-part approach was used to tailor the specifications. Cast-performance
tradeoffs were conducted to identify those requirements that increased the
cost. They were then reviewed with the user and modified when necessary to
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decrease cost. This iteration 1imited the number and scope of performance-
related specifications. Second, a ‘zero-based” specification approach was
employed. All cotmnonlyused specifications were individually justified to the
program manager, and entire lists of specifications were eliminated. Finally,
outside experts reviewed the proposed specifications to ensure that no
important requirement had been inadvertently removed. The C-17 system spec-
ification now includes a total of 102 references at al1 tiers (39 MIL-SPECS,
30 141L-STOS, 33 other references). Furthermore, subsystem requirements that
traditionally have been incorporated by reference to numerous MIL-SPECS, such
as those for landing gear, are directly incorporated into the air vehicle
MIL-SPEC.

The C-17 procurement strategy ca11s for using performance-oriented tailored
specifications. It reflects the philosophy, “Do not dictate design
solutions.e That philosophy applies to management systems as wel1.

9.3.3 Streamlining techniques, C-17 program. The C-17 program IJffiCe
has conducted a rigorous and continuous specification-tailoring effort,
startina with the use of performance-oriented requirements. This effort has
required a major management consnitment,a wi11ingness to invest the necessary
time, and leadership by the Government. Specification tailoring has been
reinforced through the C-17 procurement strategy. Some of the specific
techniques used were:

●

●

●

●

Performance-oriented requirements that reflect planned employment,
maintenance, and support concepts were specified, ensuring that the
user, developer, contractor, and support organization al1 understood
the concepts. 8ecause forecasting technology growth is difficult,
requirements were stated in terms of thresholds and goa1s to permit
control1ing costs while striving for optimum requirements.

Management cotmnitmentto specification tailoring was demonstrated at
al1 levels and consnunicatedto the functional specialists.

The necessary time for proper tailoPing was set aside early in the
program. (The C-17 program took more than 20,000 man-hours and over
year for this tailoring.) Tailoring was recognized as an iterative
process involving the program manager, user, contractor, and support
organization.

a

Government leadership was provided in tailoring a11 contract requirem-
ents, and it came from the procuring agency’s upper management.
Uhile the Government had to take the lead in tailoring the initial
requirements, it also had.to follow through to ensure that, during the
design process, contractor engineers did not reimpose specifications
that had already been properly eliminated or tailored.

g.4 Preparing for full-scale development. The Navy’s T45 Training
System (T45TS) program office restructured its approach to FSO, reducing the
original estimated development cost from $810 mi1lion to $43B mil1ion (in FYB4
dollars).

.,

;:
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9.4.1 T45 program description. The T45TS is designed to provide under-
graduate jet pilot training for approximately 600 Navy and Marine Corps pilots
per year through the year 2000. The program consists of aircraft, simulators,
academic materials, integrated training, and logistics support. The T-45A
Goshawk is a derivative of the British Aerospace Hawk aircraft, redesigned to
provide aircraft carrier catapult and arrested landing capability. It wil1
replace the T-2C and TA-4J aircraft.

Following approval of the original need
competitive concept exploration leading
for development and 1imited production.
1981 (to a team led bv Ooualas Aircraft

.

in”1979, six contractors conducted
to selection of a single contractor
A pre-FSO contract was awarded in
Company) and finally executed in 1982

after’the requirement-for ~ircraft carrier operational ca ability was
reaffirmed. “Y”Alternatives were evaluated and the $810 mll Ion lnltial cost of
the development program (based on a new aircraft design) was reduced to
$727 million by deleting nonessential hardware, such as an aerial situation
trainer, a head-up display, an airborne computer, and a multimedia display, by
using contractor logistics support and by 1imiting the applicability of
MIL+Ecs to the second tier (with the exception of third-tier specifications
affecting operational safety).

The decision to authorize FSO in late 1983 included a $450 million cost cap
and required the use of an FFP contract in lieu of a cost-plus, incentive-fee
contract. The cost cap and the use of an FFP contract required an intensive
cooperative Government-contractor streamlining effort to restructure the
program to be based instead on a derivative of an available aircraft desi n to

!fit within the cost cap prior to approval to proceed into FSO in August 1 84.
“Ground-training system requirements were also redefined. An FSD contract for
$438 mil1ion was awarded in October 1984.

The restructuring was done by a Government “Tiger Team” working with the prime
contractor in modifying SOWS, specifications, contract data requirements, and
terms and conditions by relating them to specific work breakdown structure
(WBS) elements. Because the T-45A is a derivative design of an existing
aircraft and since prior applicable f1ight tests had already been completed on
the original aircraft, the restructured contract reduced ground test articles
from 3 to 2, f1ight test aircraft from 4 to Z, contractor f1ight test hours
from 623 to 411, data requirements from 530 to 251 (142 are in contractor
format), and specifications from 322 to 281; simplified the engine design; and
simplified the training package. The program has remained in the
low-to-medium risk category.

I 9.4.2 Streamlining techniques, T45 program. The T45TS program office
restructured FSD by following a two-part streamlining approach. InitiallY,
the program staff reexamined performance requirements and deleted nonessential
hardware. selectively aoDlied tailored MIL-SPECS and limited the tierinq, and

I reduced data require&~k and documentalion. Once the Navy chose to mo~ify an
available aircraft, major restructuring called for the Tiger Team to lead in
examining each WBS element to identify-potential cost savin s and to develop a
revised FSO contract. %The streamlining methodology require planning to
establish a baseline, using an approach that focused on modifyin WBS

!elements, executing the approach on schedule, consnunicatingfree y both within
the Government team and between the team and the contractor, and providing
sound leadership. The specific techniques used included:
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. A systems approach to negotiation was followed. Organization wide
support existed from the beginning. All proposed changes were
reviewed from an engineering, systems integration, requirement
fulfillment, cost, data, and contract viewpoint both by the Government
and industry. Government plant representatives had sufficient design
and industrial engineering and shop floor expertise to support the
program manager.

. Negotiations were conducted from a UBS baseline with an attitude of
cooperation and innovation rather than confrontation. A technicallY
and verbally skilled smal1 negotiating team had ready access to the
program manager, and negotiating sessions were long enough to conclude
discussions but short enough to prevent burnout.

. Both sides agreed on contract language that required the contractor to
fix discrepancies found in testing at no cost to the Government.

. All changes were recorded and rigorous records of action items were
maintained. (Be prepared to renegotiate items back into the pro ram

:if the cost reduction target is exceeded. Make associated cost ata
available for engineering tradeoff analyses.)

‘.
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10. NOTES

(This section contains information of a general or explanatory nature which
may be helpful, but is not mandatory.)

I
10.1 Intended use. The information included in this handbook is

intended as guidance for Program Managers and acquisition personnel in the
implementation of Department of Oefense acquisition streamlining policies.
The intent of these policies fs to aid in th”edevelopment of strategies that
will promote efficient utilization of resources to reduce the cost and time of
system acquisition and 1ife cycle cost without degrading system effective-
ness in the production of quality weapon systems and products.

10.2 Oata requirements. The following Oata Item Description (010) must
be listed, as applicable, on the Contract Data Requirements List (DD Form
1423) when this handbook is applied on a contract, in order to obtain the
data, except where OOD FAR Supplement 27.475-1 exempts the requirement for a

~
00 Form 1423.

I
Reference Paragraph OID Number

Suggested
OID Title Tailoring

7.3.1.2 01-MISC-80344 Acquisition Streamlining
Cost-Benefit Assessment

I Report

I The above 010 was cleared as of the date of this handbook. The current issue
of 000 5010.12-L, Acquisition Management Systems and Oata Requirements Control
List (AMSDL), must be researched to ensure that only current, cleared 010s are

I cited on the 00 Form 1423.

I 10.3 Subject term (keyword) listin~.

Acquisition
Application
Contracts
Requirements
Specifications
Standards
Streamlining
Tailoring
Tradeoffs

I
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Air Force - 11
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Review Activities:
All SD-1 Activities

User Activftfes:

All DOD Components
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Prepa~J~; ~~~vity:

Project No. MISC-0D22
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APPENDIX A

METHODS OF APPLYING AND TAILORING SPECIFICATIONS
AND STANDARDS, MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS,

AND TECHNICAL DATA

10. GENERAL

10.1 g. This appendix describes in detail methods of applying and
tailoring specifications and standards, management systems, and technical data
consistent with DOD Directive (DODD) 5000.43. It describes techniques for
referencing and for tailoring.

The development of customized specifications and standards for a contract is
intended to ensure cost-effective weapons system acquisitions. Specifications
and standards should be selected and tailored to impose only the essential
needs for ensuring the effectiveness of the system performance. Data require-
ments should represent only those essential for supporting program management
control of schedules and costs and for assessment of compliance with contract
requirements.

10.2 The application and tailoring precess. The application and
tailoring process should provide for knowledgeable participation. A
comprehensive review within the program management office should ensure that
specifications, standards, and data item descriptions (DIDs, DD Form 1664)
have been tailored appropriately. Additionally, comments and recommendations
should be sought from prospective contractors to accomp1ish cost effective
tailoring.

At the outset of any new development program, it is impractical to define and
describe all technical requirements to the level of detail that will be
required for quantity production. The development of the definitive detai1 is
a progressive, evolutionary process. You, the program manager, must avoid
excess detail in the early development stages but must plan ahead so that
initial and follow-on production can be contracted for wi’thadequate assurance
of an acceptable product.

Don’t overdo the tailoring process! Streamlining’s strong emphasis on
tailoring focuses on avoiding undue early application of specifications and
standards. The benefits of proper tailoring, both deferral and total
avoidance of requirements, can be impressive, but be reasonable. Standards
are intended to control variety; they represent the best solutions for
recurring design tasks. They are not acquisition documents, but they are
called in by the specifications in which they are referenced to achieve
interchangeability, compatibility, reliability, and/or maintainability.
Specifications (and references to standards) can be essential; the tailoring
process must arrange for their timely applications as wel1 as to avoid
“inappropriate applications.

I
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APPENDIX A

In recent years, a number of studies have concluded that, by and large,
❑flftary s eciffcatfons and standards are wel1 written and generally adequate

gto meet DO needs. These studies point out that problems arise when
speclficatfons and standards are misapplied. Underappllcatfon, over-
application, lack of tailoring, and excessive chain referencing are al1
examples of such misapplication.

The options for levels of applicability wltten into specifications seem to be
ignored 1n many Instances, and that results fn inappropriate and/or excessive
and costly requirements. Contractors and Government management are often
equally at fault, but for different reasons. Government authorities are
motfvated toward maximum appl~catlon to avoid the rfsks of fallure and to
fully protect Government interests. Contractors, on the other hand, are
motivated to fully comply rather than risk nonconformance or nonresponsiveness
fn a highly competitive marketplace. Thls tendency for overly conservative
application of MIL-SPECS and MIL-STOS can be allevlated and unnecessary costs
avoided by the selectlve application and tailoring of al1 spectficatlons and
standards.

10.2.1 Overapplfcatlon of specifications and standards. Design and
development contracts must Include speciflc statements of work (SOWS). They
do not, however, need each and every MIL-SPEC and MIL-STO. In developing
technical packages for SOIJS,be sensitive to utility and 1ikely cost.
Experience has shown that potentfal contractors ma provfde very useful advice
in development of requests for proposa1s (RFPs). {he preparation of a
contractual1 SOH is an Important aspect of the des1 n and development process.

!It deserves al1 the ingenuity that can be brought o bear.

Avoid premature applicatlon of speclficatlons and inadvertent incorporation of
specifications and standards by reference. Early streamllning efforts have
demonstrated the importance of attention to the cost implIcations of this
latter effect of fmposing layer after layer of documents Invoked by
reference. The tatlorfng process should usually include guidance to preclude
Inadvertent consequences of this sort.

Some specifications and standards describe basfc approaches that have been
found to be desirable for contract production. Even so, It Is possible fdr a
000 contracting offIcer to requfre rigorous demonstrateIons of complfance, with
resultant delays and Increases in cost.

The requirements contained in many specifications and standards can be applied
readily to systems acquisition programs by cltlng the titles and numbers of
those documents fn the system specification under the “applicable documents”
section. This method of applying requirements, however, can frequently result
in unnecessary work by the contractor. The preferred application of require-
ments includes deliberate selection of appropriate specifications and
standards and careful review of those documents to select (i.e., tailor)
re uirements for unique application to the system specification or contract
SO~. You must apply this tailorlng process at each phase In the acquisition
process.

. . .
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10.2.2 Underapplication of specifications and standards. The
consequences of underappllcation of speclflcatlons and standards are as dire
as those of overapplication. Underapplication is the inadvertent or
deliberate omission of specifications or standards requirements. In
attempting to reduce costs and compress schedules by 1imiting specifications
and standards, you can end up with a system that fai1s to meet performance
requirements. Failure to invoke specifications and standards at the
appropriate milestones can also cause unnecessary{ contract costs because of
last-minute efforts to catch up and meet the rea requirement. Underapplica-
tion can result in reduced operational suitabi1ity, reduced performance,
increased life-cycle cost, early obsolescence (underutilization of
technology), and quality problems.

Fundamentally, specifications should be selected and tailored to require
technical tradeoffs, using goals and thresholds, and referencing only useful
specifications; taken together, they represent important parts of the
methodology for specification selection and tailoring.

10.2.3 Other misapplications. Misapplication of specifications and
standards may also take several other forms. They may be premature y applied,
they may be applied at the correct time but lack sufficient tailoring, wrong
specifications and standards may be applied, obsolescent requirements may be
imposed through application of overaged specifications and standards, and they
may be proliferated through excessive chain referencing.

10.2.4 Proper application of specifications and standards. The
acquisition streamlining approach is to integrate attordablIlty considerations
into the acquisition process. In order to streamline the use of specifica-
tions and standards, al1 DOO activities must institute and forcefully apply
consnonsense and good business practices that wi11:

Tailor all specifications and standards

Apply only those specifications and standards that are mandatory

Use commercial specifications or Commercial Item Descriptions (CIDS)
where practical

E?iminate automatic chain referencing of specifications and standards

Apply performance specifications versus how-to specifications

Maintain options on specifications until the latest DOSSible ohase in
the development/desigflprocess

Above al1, apply and tailor specifications to systems and equipment as though
you were spending your own money.
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Detai1s on proper app1ication of specifications and standards are provided in
the Defense Standard Manual 000 4120.3-M, ‘Oefense Standardization and Spec-
ification Program Policies, Procedures and Instructions.” Important points
are summarized below.

10.2.4.1 The application process. The application recess is a
progressive, evolutionary procedure fi Rat continues throug out the development
and production program and is unique for every acquisition. In essence, it is
(1) the orderly process of reviewing and selecting from the total realm of
available specifications and standards those that are considered to have
a 1ication to the particular materiel acquisition program and
(~f contractually invoking those specifications and standards wholly, or in
part, at the most advantageous phase in the system development cycle. The
cost-effective application of specifications and standards in materiel
acquisitions is a desirable and effective engineering management tool. Thus,
it should become a routine procedure to the extent of available resources.

The process of selecting and tailoring specifications and standards involves
management as well as people with specialized skil1s from organizations at al1
levels. The task of applying requirements must be shared equally by the
technology specialist, the component product specialist, the specification
writer and the system integrator. Final responsibility and authority for
application, however, rest with you, the pro ram manager. All personnel

?involved in the process must be aware of the r responsibilities and the
consequences of their actions.

10.2.4.2 Basic steps for application. The application of specifications
and standards for weapons systems acquisifions is accomplished by three basic
steps: (1) selecting and imposing only those s edifications and standardsRthat contribute to requirements essential for t e defined mission performance
and the operational effectiveness and suitabi1ity of the system,
(2) extracting from the selected specifications and standards only those
requirements that are pertinent to the acquisition and eliminating those that
are not absolutely essential and that can be eliminated with acceptable risks,
and (3) citing specifications and standards in the early program phases as
guidelines rather than as specified design solutions. In the full-scale
development (FSD) phase, invoke only those selected specifications and
standards referenced in the first tier that optimize the quantified values and
requirements essential for the application. Use al1 other referenced
documents, second tier and below, for guidance only unless specifically
identified in the contract. Finally, for production contracts, make those
s edifications, standards, and related documents to the tiers identified as
[t e baseline for production contractually applicable for procurement and
reprocurement.

Engineering management, technical design, performance, and logistic aspects of
the end item must be considered. Establishing requirements for one aspect
without considering the others is an invitation to future problems. To attain
the desired degree of cost-effectiveness in application of specifications and
standards, consider their relationship to cost, program schedule, and
performance. .
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10.2.4.3 Other useful steps. A number of other steps are available to
you. In the RFP for the system proposal, invite contractors to submit
recommended, alternative, or streamlined approaches for those requirements
having a history of imposed excessive costs with marginal benefits. Use
performance and interface specifications in 1ieu of detailed design and
fabrication specifications for most lower-tier components and equipments in
the system design. Using tailored preferred parts 1ists in the design of
wea on s stems is an existing and convenient tailoring technique. Follow the

{fpar s se ection and control procedures of DOD Instruction (DOOI) 4120.19 in
the design of weapons systems to avoid increased logistics cost and support
problems during operational life cycles. Use of specification exception
sheets is a convenient technique for tailoring reference specifications and
standards. When amendments or revisions to MIL-SPECS cannot meet the RFP
deadline, invoke the automatic update clause in the contract that allows the
contractor to substitute upgraded revisions to specifications within
established cost limitations. In the contract, require the contractor to
provide a package of specification update changes that are incorporated as a
deliverable item on the system contract. Use the Specification Change Notice
(SCN) to propose, transmit, and record “tailoring” changes to a specification
(see MIL-STD-480). Submit a separate SCN as an enclosure with an Engineering
Change Proposal (ECP) for each specification to be changed.

10.3 Referencing and tailoring. MIL-SPECS and MIL-STDS are identified
in the SOW in an RFP or contract, are included in DIDs or are referenced in
the system specification. In addition, they are referenced in other MIL-SPECS
and MIL-STDS. They, in turn, may reference other specifications and
standards, and so on.

In a contract, include only those specifications and standards that are
necessary, both those identified directly and indirectly (by reference).

10.3.1 Referencing techniques. Oocuments that explain the a 1ic tion
of soecificat~ons and standards and how they are to be tailored wiY! no~mallY
be specified in the SOW. However, a referenced MIL-SPEC or MIL-STD is a
suggestion for the contractor to consider it. If the contractor determines
the document to be appropriate, it should then be referenced in the system
specification, including the extent to which it applies.

10.3.1.1 Reference to certain specifications in the contract. The
system specification only estab1ishes requirements, referring to other
documents that define the form, fit, and function of the item described by the
specification. A number of specifications and standards describe how the
program meets requirements and not the requirements themselves. Reference
those specifications and standards in the contract SOW.

10.3.1.2 Limiting second-tier referencing. In referencing a specifica-
tion, give care~ul consideration to elimlnating further Government or con-
tractor references in the referenced document. If feasible, incorporate in
those specifications referenced in the basic reference of the specification a
paragraph similar to the following:
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“Government documents. The following documents of the issue in effect on
date of fnvftatfon for bids or re uest for proposal, form a part of the

?specification to the extent specl ted heretn. Documents referenced
wlthfn the documents cited herein shal1 not be applicable to this spec-
ifIcatlon unless the extent Is speclfIcally delIneated In this specifica-
tfon.”

An alternative approach fs to deffne or lfmit the aPplIcabf1fty of second-tier
documents as follows:

“The following documents of the exact issue shown form a part of
this to the extent specified herein. Only documents
referenced wfthfn the specffied requirements of documents cited are
applicable, and only to the extent they specffically apply to the
reaufrement. In the event of conf1ict between documents referenced and
the contents of this , the contents of this
shal1 be considered the superseding requirement.”

MIL-S~~~~”~~~ m“lfeu of referencing. Normally, extracting reduces
Consider extract.fngdesfred requirements from

referencing and sfmpliffes the understanding of requirements. In the
application of lower-tfer, reference specifications and standards, only a very
few paragraphs of the referenced document wf11 apply. In such fnstances,
extract the appllcable paragraphs from the referenced specification and write
them fnto the system specification without reference to the lower-tier
document. Incorporate the necessary tafloring (modfffcatfon) of the extracted
paragraph at the same time. Retafn those documents that were meant to be
referenced to ensure standardfzatIon. Oo not inadvertently omft requirements.

10.3.2 Methods of tailoring. The generally used methods of tailoring
are narrative, paragraphing, partftfoning, and sectioning. They are merely
dffferent methods of documenting the taflorlng for fnclusfon fn the SOU.

The narratfve method requfres an extensive rewrfting of the standard to
specfffcally conform to a particular program. If done properly, it produces a
superior SOW because you have specfffed exactly what you want directly fn 1ieu
of referencfng a generalized standard.
son.

It does, however, produce a voluminous

You cannot use the narrative method on most problems because of the great
number of pages that would be requfred on any sizable project. It should,
however, be considered on a selectfve basis when a particular standard needs
substantial rewrftfng for proper applfcation. A basic requirement to use thfs
narrative method is a ful1 understandfn of what the standard says, what you

!need fn the program, and what you want he standard to say.

10.3.2.2 Paragraphing method. The paragraphing method, or specifying of
standards by re?erenclng particular paragraphs, fs convenient for tailorfng.
It can be used by exception and, wfth the additfon of notes, can be nearly as
comprehensive as the narratfve method.
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Although the paragraphing method requires the same detailed knowledge of the
program, it is much simpler to document. The judicious use of additions and
deletions allows greater flexibility in the application of standards and can
produce a well-tailored, yet much more concise SOW than the narrative method.
It again requires a ful1 understanding of the standards, but it offers an
extremely good vehicle for proper program requirements.

10.3.2.3 Partitioning method. The partitioning method is based on the
fact that most specifications are written to be general without regard to the
type or phase of programs. Since contracts and SOWS are usualIy written for a
specific program phase in the development of a particular item, the
partitioning method involves identifying those portions of the total specifi-
cation that are applicable to the present type of program (e.g., conceptual,
validation, FSD, production) and the ty e and quantit of items being built

7 Y(e.g., high quantity-low quantity, comp ex-noncomplex .

In theory, for a particular phase of a particular type of acquisition, only
certain designated paragraphs of-a standard or specification apply. ‘The users

I must evaluate their programs in general and prepare a series of matrices
designating how essential each paragraph is to each block.

A limitation of this method of tailoring is that military programs differ
widely and many matrices are required. At a minimum, for example, separate
matrices are required for electronic, space, and aircraft systems, and often
they, too, must be expanded to account for the differences between programs in
these general categories. If you keep the matrices broad and al1
encompassing, you are, by definition, nat tailoring to the program; if you
build a matrix that fits a particular program, you are really using the para-
graphing method with a different accounting system.

I Another 1imitation is that partitioning’s designation of a paragraph as either
essential or nonessential doesn’t easily allow the option of,adding, deleting,
or modifying the items within that paragraph. A separate 1isting of footnotes
must be maintained if a paragraph as written fits neither the essential nor
nonessential categories. To use the partitioning method in its simplest form
is not really tailoring and to expand it to the point at which it becomes
tailoring is basically paragraphing.

10.3.2.4 Sectioning method. The sectioning method, -1ike partitioning,
I recognizes that, general1y, programs fa11 into broad categories where certain

portions of specifications and standards are more 1ikely to be applicable. It
differs, however, in that rather than using the existing document, it requires

I
the development of new or revised standards that tend to group or section the
information, format it into mandatory and optional categories.

~
The intent of sectioning is to provide better engineerin
to facilitate the selective applications and tailoring o~ R~~~~e~t~OOlS and.
Sectioning is the structuring of requirements in a specification or book-form
standard in several sections, each containing a separate and distinct group of
requirements intended for a defined application. The requirements may be
grouped in terms of a class or kind of weapons system or subsystem; a class or I
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type of equipment, components, parts, or materfals; a range or level of

qualfty testing; and/or a ?ffe-cycle phase.
performance; an engfneerfn desfgn function; a method, class, or level of

Along with this formatting to alfgn the particular areas based on various
phases of a program, an fmportant feature is structuring to make each require-
ment fndependent of the others. This structuring not only helps in extracting
information for inclusion fn an SOW, but also dramatfcally reduces the chances
of fnadvertently expandfng the effort by unknowingly addfng nonapplicable
requirements and documents.

MIL-STD-962 implements thfs approach. In additfon to the groupfng of
requirements, the format requires you to deffne the purpose and objectfve of
each separately structured requirement and provfde a statement of how it
should be utflfzed fn acqufsftfon programs. The instructions and amplifica-
tions should be of great value to taflorfng since they wfll assfst fn making
some of the dffffcult SOW decfsfons early fn the program.

Although sectioning and partitioning are both based on the premfse that some

a
re uj~ements are optfona1 and others mandatory for differfng types of programs
an dfffering phases of programs, they differ fn execution. Partftfoning,
through the use of generalized matrices, tends to taflor the specfficatfon or
standard to a genera1 area of programs and not to the articular program.

YSectfonfng reformats the standard to allow more stream friedand efficient
tailorfng. Sectioning retains emphasfs on understanding the requirements and
tailoring specfffcally to the rogram; partftfoning, on the other hand, isRdirected more at identifying t e program fn a prearranged 1isting of program
types. Both tend to group requirements based on phases of the programs.

10.4 Selecting and tailorfng management systems. Management systems, as
defined by DOOD 5000.19 “Policies for the Management and Control of Informa-
tion Requirements,0 dfr~ct or constrafn the manner in which the contractor
performs. A requfred management system fs a detailed procedure that helps in
deffnfng or statfng policy, objectives, and requirements; assfgning
responsibilfty; achfevfng efficfent and effective utf1izatfon of resources;
periodically measuring performance; comparfng that performance agafnst stated
objectives and requfrements; and taking appropriate actfon.

Management systems and related data are identified by functional area and
1isted in the Acqufsftfon Management Systems and Oata Requirements Control
List (AMSDL) (DOD 501O.12-L, volume II).

10.4.1 Responsibility for selectfng management systems. You must gfve
special attentlOn to adequate application of speciffcatfons and standards,
management systems, and data fternsto ensure against unnecessary program costs
in each phase of the acquisition cycle. AS Program Manager, you are
responsible for:
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Limiting management systems selected for use
contract/program to those that are essential
responsibilities of DOO by the contractor

in managing the
to the fulfi1lment of the

Specifying only one management system for each requirement on a single
contract

Formally approving management system and data requirements in a
contract that meet the needs of the planned program management
approach and are specifically identified on an individual item basis

Ensurin~ that the management svstem and data requirements are listed
in a si~gle location ii solici~ations and contracts.

10.4.2 How to select and tailor management systems. In tailoring the
management system, start from the top and structure 1t according to program
objectives and desired management control and reporting needs rather than
according to all directives, specifications, standards, manuals, regulations,
etc. Define the frame of reference for conducting the program early.

Here are some guidelines for structuring management systems.

Avoid the mandatory application of untailored requirements in such
areas as general design requirements; environments1 requirements and
test methods; reliability/maintainability; quality control, inspec-
tion, and calibration; human engineering and safety; documenta-
tion/standardization; configuration control; and packaging, preserva- ,
tion, and packing. This body of specifications and standards must be
tailored to the particular program if used at al1; preferably, define
the functional areas covered by these specifications in the SOW para-
graphs and make the timing of requirements in these areas commensurate
with program phase needs.

Eliminate “how-to-manage” requirements (externally imposed management
s stems), technical requirements from premature design solutions
({efore development begins), untailored requirements (overspecified,
unneeded provisions), and accidentallY referenced requirements
(unlimited pyramida1 referencing).

Specify the Project SunsnaryWork Breakdown Structure (PSWBS) only to
Level 3 as defined by MIL-STD-881, and ermit contractor latitude in

Eextending the PSW8S to the Contract Wor Breakdown Structure (CUBS)
levels commensurate with his system configuration approach and
organizational and functional structures.

Impose no additional
systems are adequate
Government oversight

management systems if contractors’ interna1
to their needs and provide data sufficient for
purposes.
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Management systems, in themseIves, do not assure a successfu1 product or
economics1 pro ram.

%
Poorly defIned or applfed management systems can inhfbit

good people an prevent effective and economics1 achievements. You can
realize a major payoff by establishing a manage!mnt system that is effectively
tailored and optfmfzed to minfmfze effort and maximize success fn meeting
program objectives. In selectfng management systems, consfder the type of
program, its complexfty, and fts 1ifq-cycle phase; the procurement approach
being used and the type or types of contracts; contractor characteristics
(strengths and weaknesses); and the planned operational usage.

Good management systems allow flexibility to permft tailorfng to a specfffc
program whfle respondfng to valfdated requfrements. They are oriented to
performance requfrements and objectives rather than detafled procedures. They
provfde for recognition of differences fn the degree of mariaement suftable to

7the contract type, procurement methods, contract value, acqu sition
complexity/objectives, contractor characteristics, and 1ife-cycle phase. They
provfde data conqsatible with other approved systems with which they fnterface
whfle allowing maximum use of contractors’ fnternal management systems. They
comply wfth statutory requirements and make maxfmum use of uniform and consnon.
terminology and classifications. —----

Data and reports from management systems provfde informatfon needed at a11
echelons of management from a consnondata base. They also provide for a
timely flow of data and the access to those data, whfch is essentfal to
meeting the specific needs of users and provfdfng for adequate maintenance of
documentalfon and access to a11 pertinent records subject to audit review.
They emphasize sunsnaryreportfng levels as opposed to detafled reporting;
however, the data base should be capable of providfng sufficient detail for
al1 necessary echelons of management.

Policies should be related to the system and no inconsistency should exist
between the system and those olicies.R Variations among programs wil1
influence to a large extent t e methods employed. In additfon, ff a program
has vftal standardfzatfon requirements, the opportunity to tailor requirements
may be considerably lessened.

10.5 Selecting and tailorfng technfcal data. An fmportant aspect of the
streamlinfng emphasis on cost-effectIveness IS the need to evaluate any
contract provisions that require the contractor to submit data. In this
context, be guided by 0001 5010.12, “Management of Technfcal Data,” which
requires that al1 deliverable data items be included in the Contract Data “
Requirements Lfst (CDRL) and that individual 010s be taken from AMSOL.

10.5.1 Technical data issues. Technfca1 data involve a number of thorny
issues. Data packages are needed ff the Governn8?ntis to obtain competition,
but data packages are costly to acquire, and maintaining, retrieving, and
distributing vast quantities of data are also costly. A further problem is
that the acqufsftfon of data fmplfes some conflict wfth the proprietary
interests and property rights of the developer. DODI 5010.12 recognizes the
opposing fnterests and requires that data be acqufred only when economically
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justified. Proposed contract data requirements are to be reviewed and
challenged by other than the requiring organizational element. The
instruction emphasizes the potential usefulness of data for spare parts. It
discourages the acquisition of “..unnecessary manufacturing data, such as
flow charts, process sheets, tool designs, etc.,...“ to support competitive
procurement.

The conf1icting data acquisition goals are recognized in the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR); the policy statement at FAR 27.475 requires
agency regulations “...to strike a balance between the Government’s need and
the contractor’s economic interest.” The DOD FAR Supplement (DFARS) dea1s
with these issues at DFARS 27.475. Guidance is provided about how to decide
whether to acquire technical data with unlimited rights or with 1imited
rights. The policy includes the early determination of the need for data with
unlimited rights. It also offers several alternative techniques for use where
the contractor insists on retaining some rights.

The Government has continually increased the variety and amounts of technical
data required by contract. Reports to monitor design analysis efforts,

?
pro ram plans to document contractor implementation of contract requirements,
tes plans, test result reports, logistics support data, engineering data
packages, the 1ist seems endless. Growing technics1 data requirements
contribute a significant percentage of the total cost of a contract.

To reduce the amount and cost of technical data, make an independent review of

~
data requirements. Insist that requests for data be justified and pro erly
phased. EConsider any existing contractor data format if it provides t e
information needed; do not require unique and expensive formats. Provide
candidate data requirements to contractors for tailoring just prior to
contracting through a draft RFP.

In the computer and support equipment areas, where cotmnercialequipment
meeting Government needs is available, technical data often exist in the form
of commercial manuals.

~

If adequate, those data should be accepted for use
without extensive restructuring into military format.

~

lD.5.2 How to select and tailor technical data. Obtain technical data
selectively, tallorlng your request for timely dellvery of data in contractor
format and selecting DIDs that are tailored to address important technical
issues. Do not request data before a thorough review by your Data Require-
ments Review Board (DRRB).

Tailoring data packages is important because over-
appli~;?;~”~ou++; the acquisition of costly and ineffective data and
underapplication may result in failure to acquire data essential to m’oduc-
tion, development, and support. Be sure that the data requirements imposed in
the acquisition program are consistent with the selected and tailored tasking
requirements imposed by the governing specifications and standards (source
documents). Tailor DIDs (DD Forms 1664) to ensure that they do not reimpose
requirements @liminated from the source document. Ensure that the de1ivery
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schedule for data fs compatible wfth desfgn, development, or production
schedules. Defer delfvery of data, when possfble, unti1 the time of actua’
need.

10.5.2.2 Contractor data, Acquire data fn the contractor’s format
rather than Government format whenever it is cost-effectfve. Much of the
basic data, especfally engineering documentalfon required by the Government fn,
support of wea ons system ac ufsitfons, are prepared by the contractor in
connection wft~ the desfgn, development, testing, and manufacturing of
hardware. In such fnstances, the cost fmpact of a Government contract
requirement for data becomes significant only ff the data must be reformatted
or delfvered to meet unrealfstfc schedules. Classfc examples of data that a
contractor must prepare for hfs own use and fs also requfred by the Government
are engineering drawfngs. Both contractor and Government have many uses for
engineering drawfngs. However, fn some fnstances the Government requfres
drawfngs to assist fn technology transfer to enhance competitive reprocure-
ment. 10 meet that requfrement, the contractor must include added detafled
information on the drawfngs not normally requfred for his own use. Rather
than duel1 on the problems associated wfth thfs example (they concern
proprietary innovative desfgn and creatfve engfneerfng), we merely pofnt out
that basfc data prepared by the contractor wi11 not always ❑eet the Government
requirement without”additional efforts on the part of the contractor. Con-
tractors should serve as a reposftory for data to the maximum extent
~osible. List al1 deliverable data requirements on the CORL (OD Form 1423

t 1fst constitutes the sole list of data requirements the contractor wil
be oblfgated to deliver except for data required by DFARS clauses.

10.5.2.3 Oata Item Oescrfptfons (010s). In m&sy fnstances, specifica-
tions or standards wil1 dentffy deliverable ftems of data fn connection wfth
the task requirements cfted in other sectfons of the standards. The range,
scope and format of these deliverable ftems of data are provided in the form
of a 010 selected from the AMSOL. In such fnstances, the standard wi11
fdentify fn a data appendfx the items of data by paragraph number, 010 number,
and tftle. Any new or revfsed DIOS for existing specifications or standards
(for drawfngs, qualfty, trafnfng, tests, technfcal manuals, etc.) are prepared
by or fn conjunction wfth the preparer of the document at the time it is
revfsed or prepared, and ft fs circulated wfth the document through the
coordination/approval cycle. Oata ftems can be speciffed in the contract by a
CDRL or, when a CORL is optfonal (OFARS 27.475-1), by specifying them directly
in the contract or purchasing documents. The preparatfen, revisfon, coordina-
tion, approval, prfntfng, and dfstrfbutfon of new/revfsed 010s and associated
parent specifications or standards fs a concurrent process.

10.5.2.4 Selectfon of 010s from the AMSOL. Uhen standardfzatfon
documents contain a task requlrlng deveIopment of data, conduct a search of
the AMSOL for an existing approved 010 that wf11 meet the data requirement as
specfffed in the source document. Conduct thfs search before the preparation
and promulgation of any new 010. The”identfffcatfon of data ftems to be
procured by the varfous functional areas noted earlfer fs based on their
intended uses of the data. Those data items identified fn the functional
areas and 1fstealon the DO Form 1423 are those requfred to meet contract
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needs. On some occasions, the review of the AMSDL may not result in finding
an appropriate data item. In such cases, in order not to delay the procure-
ment, have the Military Department prepare a one-time-use data item. The
AMSDL Clearance Officer wi11 expeditiously process such data items for use on
the specific acquisition.

10.5.2.5 Tailoring of 010s. Tailor the OID by the functional area
requiring the data. he tasking requirements for data in a standardization
document and the preparation instructions in a DID may only be tailored
downward; the requirement placed on contractor may be less but may not be more
extensive than that which is specified in an approved standardization document
or DID. The functional area requiring the data has the option to delete any
portion of the document or DID requirements without prior clearance in the
tailoring process. However, any substantive revisions to the DID wi11 require
DOD approval prior to use and an additional approval by the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (OMB) in those instances in which further clearance is
required. Examples of extensive tailoring changes to an approved DIO that
result in a requirement for further approval are:

● Modifications in the kind or amount of information sought

. Changes in the type of respondents or the survey coverage

. Increases in the timing or frequency of reporting

● Changes in the sample design or CO1lection method

● Changes in the purpose for which the data are CO1lected.

10.5.2.6 Oeferred delivery of data. Deferred de1ivery of data is a
technique to be utllized whenever practical to preclude the acquisition of
unnecessary data, to ensure timely acquisition of necessary data, and the
handling of revisions between the time the data are prepared and the time they
are actually required for use by the Government. Data delivery should be
scheduled to be in phase with the planned use.

10.5.2.7 Review and approval of contract data requirements. Upon
receipt of completed Ls from each functlonal area, revIew the inputs,
consolidate duplicative requirements, and where necessary, recommend
additional tailoring by the functional area manager. When those actions are
completed, convene a DRRB to review al1 solimitations/contracts having a total
estimated value of $5 mil1ion or more. The ORRB validates data requirements
and maintains a written record of the rationale for the deletion, addition, or
modification of any of them. In al1 instances, review each data requirement
as wel1 as the consolidated (total) data requirement for each contract to
ensure no duplicate or unnecessary overlapping exists. Ensure that pre-
contract award reviews for essentiality in programs of lesser amounts are per-
formed by the personnel responsible for data management or by an individual or
organization element in a position to evaluate data requirements objectively.
The ORRB may reconsnendadditional tailoring of the data requirements, if
necessary, and the disapproval/approval of the data requirements package to be
included in the solicitation/contract. You normally make the approval
decision.
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ACQUISITION STREAMLINING CONTRACT CLAUSE,
STATEMENT OF WORK PROVISION,
AND DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION

20. GENERAL

In order to contractually fmplement acquisition stream-
ltni~i~ a=b system ac~ufsftfon programs, the OOD Federal Acqufsitfon
Regulation Supplement (DFAR ) has been modfffed to fnclude a necessary con-
tract clause. It is contafned fn OFARS Part 52, ‘Solicitation Provisions and
Contract Clauses.”

That clause requires the contractor to prepare and submit acquisition stream-
lining reconsnendatfonsin accordance wfth the statement of work of this con-
tract and to insert the clause fn al1 subcontracts in excess of $1.0 mil1ion.

20.2 Statement of Work (SOU). The SOW for the contract should include
an acquisition streamlinlng provfsfon that specfffes basfc contractor
responsibi1ities and minimum program requirements. The provfsion should
provfde general information on acqufsftfon streamlining objectives and
necessary deffnftfons, fdentffication of essentfal acquisition streamlfning
procedures, directfon to taflor the application of specfffcatfons, standards,
and related documents by acqufsftfon phase, and procedures for includfng
acqufsitfon streamlfning fn subcontracts. It also orders delivering of
acqufsftfon streemlinfn reconsnendations through the use of the contract data
requirements lfst (CORL?, OD Form 1423, in conjunction with an acquisition
streamlining data ftem description (DID), OD Form 1664.

20.3 Cost and Benefft Assessment The Acqufsftion Streamlfning
Cost-Benefft Assessment Report 344, provfdes a format for
preparfng acquisition streamlinfng’reconsnendatfens to be used as described in
the OID.

20.3.1 DFARS clause, SOW provisions, and DID. Ffgures 4, 5 and 6 (Pages
60 thru 68) o~ this appendfx provfde the DbARS Part 52, Solicitation P.rovislon
and Contract Clause, SOW provisions, and the Cost-Benefft Assessment Report
DID.
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DFARS
PART 52 - SOLICITATION PROVISIONS

AND CONTRACT CLAUSES

DFAR 252.210-7005 Acquisition Streamlining

As prescribed in 10.011 (73), insert the following clause:

(ACQU151T10N STREAMLINING (Date)

(a) It is the objective of the Government to acquire systems that meet
stated performance requirements. The Government also desires to avoid
over-specification and to ensure that cost-effective requirements are included
in future acquisitions. The contractor shal1 prepare and submit acquisition
streamlining recotmnendationsin accordance with the statement of work of this
contract. These recommendations shal1 be formatted and submitted as ident-
ified in the contract data requirements list (CDRL). However, recommendations
may be accepted, modified or rejetted by the Government.

(b) The contractor shall insert this clause, including this para-
graph (b), in all subcontracts in excess of $1.0 million.)

FIGURE 4. Solicitation provisions and contract clauses.
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Date

STATEMENT OFF~~RK PROVISION

ACQUISITION STREAMLINING

Preparing Activity

FIGURE 5. SON provision for acquisition streamlininq.
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FIGURE 5. SOW provision for acquisition streamlining (continued).
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STATEMENT OFF;~RK PROVIS1ON

ACQUISITION STREAMLINING

1.0 ~.

1.1 General. It Is the objective of the Government to
acquire th~value system that meets stated performance
requirements. The Government desires to avoid overspecifica-
tion and to ensure that only cost-effective requirements are
included in this acquisition program, at the most appropriate
time in the acquisition cycle, consistent with satisfying the
performance requirements stated herein. The contractor, there-
fore, shal1 develop, prepare, and submit reconsnendationsto
this end.

1.2 Definitions.

1.2.1 Acquisition streamlining. Any effort that results
in more efficient and effective use of resources to develop,
produce, or deploy quality systems. This includes ensuring
that onlY necessary and cost-effective requirements are
included, at the most appropriate time in the acquisition
cycle, in the design, development, or production of new systems
or for modifications to existing systems that involve the
redesign of systems or subsystems.

1.2.2 Application. The process of selectin re uirements
?!that are per~inent and cost-effective for the par icu ar

materiel acquisition and contractually invokin them at the
1most advantageous times in the acquisition CYC e.

1.2.3 Contract requirements. In addition to specified
performance requirements, contract requirements include those
defined in the statement of work (SOU); specifications,
standards, and related documents; the contract data require-
ments 1ist (CDRL); management systems; and contract terms and
conditions.

1.2.4 Instant contract. The contract in the phase of the
acquisition cycle in which the contractor is currently per-
forming or is proposing to perform.

FIGURE 5. SOW provision for acquisition streamlining (continued).
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1.2.5 Performance requirements. Basic performance
parameters (both goals and thresholds) for the system or equip-
ment set forth in the contract specifications.

1.2.6 Specifications, standards, and related documents.
Documents that establish and define requirements for purchased
materiel, processes, procedures, practices, methods, and data.
Such documents encompass al1 mi1itary, Federal, and Nongovern-
ment specifications and standards; data item descriptions
(DIDs) (DD Forms 1664); and other documents that have the same
effect as specifications and standards when cited in solicita-
tions and contracts.

1.2.7 Tailoring. The process of evaluating individual
potential requirements to determine their pertinence and
cost-effectiveness for a specific system or equipment
acquisition, and modifying those requirements to ensure that
each contributes to an optimal balante between need and cost.

1.2.8 Tiers and.referenced documents. Specifications and
standards cited in a contract normally reference other
documents (first tier of referenced documents] which in turn
reference yet other documents (second tier of referenced
documents, third tier, etc.).

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS.

2.1 General. A11 documents invoked in the Requirements
Section of the entire SOW are applicable (not just those in
this acquisition streamlining provision of this SOW). All
other contract requirements are included, including specified
performance requirements, specifications, standards, and
related documents, the contract data requirements 1ist (CDRL),
management systems, and contract terms and conditions. Any
document must be selectively tailored to meet the minimum needs
in the Requirements Section.

.2.2 Application of specifications, standards, and related
documents.

FIGURE 5. SOW provision for acquisition streamlining (continued).
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2.2.1 Alternate I. Prior to the (full-scale development)
phase, all specificatitins,standards, and related documents
cited in Section(s) of this contract are for guidance
only, except for rein= performance requirements and those
documents specifically designated as mandatory.

2.2.2 Alternate II. For the (full-scale development)
phase, al1 specifications, standards, and related documents
cited in Section(s) of this contract and specified
portions of document~rect ly reference therein (first-tier
reference) are mandatory. Al1 other referenced documents
(second tier and below) shal1 be for guidance only, unless
specifically identified as mandatory.

2.2.3 Alternate III. For the ( reduction) phase, al1 of
timents cited inthe specifications, standards, and re a e

Section(s) of this contract to the tier identified as the
baseline fo~oduction sha11 be mandatory.

2.2.4 Other. Notwithstanding the above indicated
requirements~appl ication, al1 s ecifications, standards,

Eand related documents that define t e product baseline for
items already developed, such as standard parts and
off-the-shelf items, are mandatory, irrespective of acquisition
phase.

3.0 REQUIREMENTS.

3.1 General. The contractor shal1, as part of this
contract (~tant contract), provide reconsnendationsfor
the application and tailoring of contract requirements.

3.2 Detail. The contractor shal1 perform the following
tasks.

3.2.1 Review specifications, standards, and related
documents. Specifications, standards, and related documents
shal1 be reviewed for application; those found pertinent and
cost-effective shal1 then be tailored and recotmnendedfor
application in the next phase (including reprocurement) of this
acquisition (see 2.2 above).

FIGURE 5. SOU provision for acquisition streamlining (continued).
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3.2.2 Review other contract requirements. This review
shall also include the schedule, SOW, data requirements,
management systems requirements, and contract terms and
conditions.

3.2.3 Format and submit reconnnendations. Contractor
recotmnendationsshal1 be formatted and submitted as identified
in the contract data requirements 1ist (CDRL) usin an approved
DID. “?’They may be marked as source selection sensl lve if
appropriate. The Government may accept, modify, or reject them.

3.2.4 Flowdown to Subcontracts. The contractor shal1
include an acqulsltion streamlining clause essentially the same
as this streamlining provision in any subcontract involving
system or subsystem design and development under this con-
tract. Subcontractor reconnmendations sha11 be submitted in a
convenient format pursuant to the acquisition streamlining
clause of the subcontract and forwarded to the Government by
the prime contractor. These recommendations shal1 be supported
by technical and cost documentation to the extent necessary to “
evaluate the specific recotmnendations.

FIGURE 5. SOW provision for acquisition streamlining (continued).
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FIGURE 6. Data Item Descrfptfon Form.
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10. PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS (continued)

A. WBS ELEMENT NUMBER(S):

B. RECOMMENDED ACTION:

APPLICABLE CONTRACT PROVISIONS

c. IMPACT:

If yes, how?

RISK
TECHNICAL NO YES
~#;DULE NO YES ~

NO — YES
PRODUCTION

SCHEDULE NO YES
COST NO — YES —

OPERATIONS & SUPPORT —
CAPABILITY NO
COST

YES
NO — YES ~

ESTIMATEO COST IMPACT —
(in FYXX $) Gov’t _ Contractor _ Joint

o. DISPOSITION:

Gov‘t Contractor Comments

APPROVED

AMENDED

DEFERREO

E. COGNIZANT AUTHORITY:

Oate
Gov‘t
Contractor

I

FIGURE 6. Oata Item Description Form Instructions (continued).
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SAMPLE ACQUISITION STREAMLINING
AWARD FEE CLAUSE AND PLAN

30. GENERAL.

30.1 Award fee clause. A sample award fee clause has been developed
that specif~es essentfal contract terms and conditions. It incorporates the
Award Fee Plan by reference.

30.1.1 Award fee plan. A sample Award Fee Plan has also been
developed. It consfsts of general guidance as to purpose, evaluation areas,
explanation of terms, and organization. It also descrfbes evaluation
procedures and the allocation of avaflable fee. This plan also consists of
formats for 1fstfng award fee monftors, ftemizing award fee allocation by
perfod, and applyfng award fee and a description of evaluation criteria.

30.1.2 Acquisition streamlining award fee clause and plan. Sample award
fee clause and plan are provided on pages 70 thru 75 of is appendfx.

69 .
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ACQUISITION STREAMLINING AWARO FEE

Insert the following clause in solicitations and contracts
acquisitions that wil1 incorporate an award fee incentive.

ACQUISITION STREAMLINING AWARD FEE CLAUSE (Date)

for systems

(a) The Contractor will be eligible for up to $ of award fee for
accluisitionstreamlinino performance. The Contractor=l be evaluated
at time periods wi~h”up to $ available for each period. The base fee
(wh~ppropriate) for this Contr=is $_.

(b) The fee awarded each period wil1 be based on the Contractor’s
evaluated performance in the planning and management of acquisition stream-
lining, for the quantity and quality of acquisition streamlining proposals,
and for the extent of Government acceptance of these proposals submitted by
the Contractor. The evaluation criteria and procedures for administering the
award fee process are set forth in the Acquisition Streamlining Award Fee Plan
which is hereby incorporated by reference.

“(c) The determination of award fee earned, either in whole or part, wi11
be made unilaterally and in writing by the Fee Determination Official (FDO) in
accordance with the reference Award Fee Plan. The FOO’s determinations
concerning award fee earned are binding on both parties and are not subject to
appeal under the disputes clause of the contract. Award fee earned wi11 be
paid after each determination in accordance with the contract’s normal payment
procedures. A separate contract modification wi11 not be used after each
determination. Unearned award fee amounts wil1 be accumulated and, at the
discretion of the FDO, may be allocated to future periods or events. The
Award Fee wil1 not be equitably adjusted on account of change orders or other
contract modifications that may be issued during performance.

(d) In the event of contract termination, either in whole or part, the
amount of award fee available shal1 represent a pro rata distribution
associated with evaluation period activities or events as determined by the
FOO. Such determination shal1 be binding and not subject to appeal under the
disputes clause of the contract.

(e) The FDO has the unilateral riaht to chanae the Award Fee Plan.
except for
contract.
days prior
apply.

conditions that otherwise re@ire mutuai agreement under the”
The contractor shall receive notice of such change calendar
to the beginning af the evaluation period to which me–change wil1
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ACQUISITION STREAMLINING AWARO FEE PLAN

A. GENERAL.

1. Purpose. The purpose of the award fee provision incorporated into
this contract is to establish the basis upon which award fee shal1 be made to
the contractor by the Government and to encourage and reward the contractor
for performing be nd the standard which is expected of a contractor of

rdemonstrated capa i1ity. This plan provides specific policy and rocedural
Eguidance by which contract performance is evaluated and reported y award fee

monitors, the contracting officer, and the contractor.
1

The subjective assess-
ment of this CO1lective nput wi11 be the basis upon which fee may be awarded
for each period. Allocation of the award fee is a unilateral determination by
the Government which is not subject to the disputes clause of the contract.

2. Areas subject to evaluation. The.contractor’s performance wil1 be
evaluated in the areas of the plannfng and management of acquisition stream-
1ining and the quantity, quality, and Government acceptance of his acquisition
streamlining proposals.

3. Explanation of terms.

a. Award Fee: The amount of fee set forth in the contract which
can be awarded in accordance with this plan.

b. Award fee evaluation plan: A plan which identifies categories
of performance-= d clearly describes he criteria utilized to evaluate the
contractor’s performance. The plan also allocates the fee pool among the
performance periods.

c. &ard fee monitor: Government representatives who observe,
assess, and report the performance of the contractor in accordance with the
procedures set forth in this plan. The monitor may be required to receive,
analyze, CO1late, and report data from other sources.

d. Acquisition Streamlining Review Board (ASR8): A group of
Government officials responsible for evaluating Award Fee Monitor reports and
reconsnendingan appropriate award fee to the Fee Determination Official. The
ASRB also reviews and approves significant changes to the Award Fee Plan such
as changes in criteria and/or associated weighted factors.

e. Criteria: The significant divisions or objectives of per-
formance to be~nder this plan.

‘.,
,,

;;
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f. Fee Determination Official (FDO): The official designated to
review the recommendation of the ASRB in order to make the final determination
of the Award Fee.

Performance report: A formal, written report on an approved
form(s) ofg~he contractor’s performance that has been prepared and submitted
by award fee monitors. The report sets forth an assessment of applicable
criteria. Numeric ratings are also inserted based on performance for each
reporting period and by the ASRB to determine their reconsnendedaward fee to
the FDO.

h. Numeric and adjective rating scales: Adjective ratings and an
associated numeric rating scale are used in conjunction with one another to
define the various levels of performance under the contract. Adjective
ratings that may be assigned are Poor, Satisfactory, and Excellent. Each
adjective rating has an associated numeric rating range from which a specific
numeric score is assigned and used to compute the amount of available award
fee to be awarded the contractor.

4. Organization.

The FDO will be the There wil1 be no
substituti~~s for the FDO.

.

b. The ASRB shall be composed of the following members:
.

c. Award Fee Monitors wil1 generally be various functional experts
within the inc~uding al1 contract management personneT responsible
for functionsI areas &sd al1 contracting officers who have authority under the
contract. (See Attachment 1 for identification of monitors for each
criterion.)

d. If members of the ASRB are absent, persons with 1ike qualifica-
tions may be substituted.

e. Technical and functional exDerts wil1 be used as required as
advisors only and not as voting members of the ASRB.

B. EVALUATION PROCEDURES.

For the purpose of award fee determination of this contract, the
forth below”wil1 be utilized.

1. General.

The award fee wil1 be paid toE~~;
performanc~”during each award fee period.

contractor based
award fee period

procedure

on his
sha11

set
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be nxmths long (with the exception of transition period $1 which shal1—
months long). With the exception of award fee period #1, which shal1

;: *m _, award fee periods will consist of the following period for each
contract war:

The total award fee pool available for each period is 1isted in Figure 7.

b. The Government shal1 furnish to the contractor written notifica-
tion of any performance criteria changes and/or weights no later than
15 calendar days prior to the first day of the new award fee evaluation
period. However, the Government reserves the right to evaluate al1 elements
and aspects of the contractor’s performance and, in doing so, may consider
other areas of performance and use additional criteria and measurements as
necessary, without issuing an administrative change to the plan.

Any proposed changes to this plan shal1 be sent in writing to
the procur~~ contracting officer (PCO).

z
Changes sha11 not be retroactive

unless the P O determines and the ASRB concurs it to be in the best interest
of the Government. (Retroactive changes may be.made to administrative and/or
procedural requirements only.) Nothing in this plan shal1 excuse the
contractor from complying with the terms and conditions of the contract. The
PCO shall resolve, in writing, any conflict, apparent or actual, between the
Award Fee plan and the contract within 7 working days after written notifica-
tion.

d. It is the intent of the Government to maximize cotmnunications
regarding contract performance throughout each award fee performance period.
In this regard the Government and contractor should explore multiple avenues,
i.e., face-to-face meetings and forma1 written assessments of performance (not
more than bimonthly), to report any overal1 or specific area”of performance
considered to be less than satisfactory. The Government wil1 evaluate the
responsiveness of the contractor to resolve identified deficiencies and to
preclude recurrence as part of the forma1 award fee evaluation board process.

2. Fee Determination Process.

a. Within 10 days after the end of each evaluation period, the
contractor may submit/present to the ASRB a formal presentation of his per-
formance during the evaluation period. The material shal1 also contain any
information which may be reasonably expected to assist the ASRB in evaluating
the contractor’s performance during the evaluation period.

b. Within 20 days after the end of each evaluation period, the
Award Review Board shal1 meet to evaluate the contractor’s performance during
the evaluation period. The Board shal1 use the criteria to evaluate the
contractor’s performance. The Board may use any person .as an advisor it deems
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necessary to assist in evaluating the contractor’s performance during that
period. Based on this evaluation, the weighting assigned to each criteria,
and Award Fee Application Chart (Figure 8), the Board shal1 recommend to the
FDO the amount of award fee to be awarded.

c. Within 30 days after the end of each evaluation period, the FOO
shal1 (1) unilaterally determine, considering the ASRB’s recommendations, the
amount of award fee to be paid and (2) notif the contractor throu h the PCO

7 !in writing of his decision along with an eva uation of the contrac or’s
performance as measured against the award fee criteria.

d. Within 30 days after receiving written notification from the
FDO, the PCO shall unilaterally amend the contract to authorize payment of any
fee awarded by the FOO. The award fee determined is not subject to the
Oisputes clause.

C. ALLOCATION OF AVAILABLE FEE.

1. Figure 7 sets forth the allocation of available fee for each award
fee period. Figure 8 sets forth the weighting assigned to each criteria for a
given period.

2. In the event the ASRB does not reconnnendal1 the available allocated
award fee amount for that period, the amount remaining shal1 be available to
the FDO to be used at his discretion. For example, the FOO could use this
amount to provide the contractor additions1 fee above that recommended by the
ASRB if, in the opinion of the FOO, the ASRB was too harsh in its evaluation.

3. The total available award fee for each discrete period that is not
awarded the contractor shal1 not be carried forward to the next period.
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Allocation ($)

1 Jan 19_ - 31 Mar 19_

1 Apr 19_ -30 Sep 19

1 Ott 19_ - 31 Mar 19_

1 Apr 19 - 30 Sep 19_

1 Ott 19_ - 31 Mar 19

1 Apr 19 - 30 Sep 19

Total Award Fee Avaflable

FIGURE 7. Award fee allocatfon by Perfod.
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DESCRIPTION OF ACQUISITION STREAMLINING
AWARD FEE EVALUATION CRITERIA

I. Planning for Acquisition Streamlining.

a. Excellent: Acquisition streamlining principles and objectives
as described in Military Handbook 248B are fully integrated into the design
engineering process. Training on proper optimization techniques is given to
al1 personnel who generate contract requirements. Such personnel are ful1y
aware of the need to emphasize optimizing requirements while at the same time
maintaining an affordable, producible, reliable, and maintainable system.
Submission of proposals to delete noncost-effective requirements is done so as
to make the maximum impact on the requirement generation process.

b. Satisfactory: Acquisition streamlining principles and
objectives as described in Military Handbook 248B are integrated into the
design engineering process. Training on proper optimization techniques is
given to some personnel who generate contract requirements. Such personnel
are aware of the need for optimizing requirements. Proposals to delete
noncost-effective requirements is done so as to make an impact on the
requirement generation process.

c. Poor: Acquisition streamlining principles and objectives as
described in M_ary Handbook 2488 are not integrated into the design
engineering process. Training on proper optimization techniques is not given
to personnel who generate contract requirements. Such personnel are not aware
of the need for optimizing requirements. Proposals to delete
noncost-effective requirements are not done so as to impact the requirement
generation process.

II. Management of Acquisition Streamlininq.

Organization and Resources.

a. Excellent: Contractor procedures prec1ude automatic use of
requirement documents. Contractor utilizes dedicated teams consisting of a
sufficient number of knowledgeable personnel to perform requirement reviews,
challenge imposed requirements, and perform advance coordination of
acquisition streamlining proposals. Engineering talent/expertise is adequate
to permit ful1 consideration of acquisition streamlining in the design process.

Satisfactory: Contractor procedures discourage automatic use of
re uirement documents.
? b“

Contractor usually utilizes teams consisting of a
su ficient number of knowledgeable personnel to perform requirement reviews.
Engineering talent/expertise is adequate to allow consideration of acquisition
str~amlining in the design process.
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c. Poor: Contractor procedures allow automatic use of requirement
documents. Co=ctor does not uti1ize dedicated teams to perform requirement
reviews. Engineering talent/expertise is not adequate to permit consideration
of acquisition streamlining in the design process.

Management Emphasis.

a. Excellent: Acquisition streamlining achievements are stron ly
encouraged and adequately rewarded by the contractor’s program manager. !hese
achievements are emphasized in contractor briefings and reports to the
Government program office.

b“ -:
Acquisition streamlining achievements are usually

recognized by t e contractor’s program manager. These achievements are
described in contractor briefings and reports to the Government program office.

. Poor: Acquisition streamlining achievements are not recognized
by the con~rac~s program manager. These achievements are mentioned in
contractor briefings and reports to the Government program office.

Subcontract Management.

a. Excellent: Contractor structures subcontract statements of work
(SOWS) so as to encourage optimizing next phase system and subsystem contract
requirements. Contractor includes flow-down of acquisition streamlining
incentive provisions in subcontracts or otherwise ful1y recognizes subcontract
acquisition streamlining achievements. Contractor act{vely oversees and
coordinates subcontractor acquisition streamlining efforts.

b. Satisfactory: Subcontract SOUS permit optimizing next-phase
system and subsystem contract requirements. Contractor usuallY includes
flow-down of acquisition streamlining incentive provisions in subcontracts
otherwise recognizes subcontract acquisition streamlining achievements.
Contractor monitors subcontractor acquisition streamlining efforts.

c. Poor: Subcontract SOUS do not include optimizing next-phase
system and sub~em contract requirements. Contractor does not include
flow-down of acquisition streamlinin

7
incentive provisions in subcontracts

otherwise recognize subcontract acqu sition streamlining achievements.
Contractor does not monitor or coordinate subcontractor acquisition
streamlinlng efforts.

III. Optimization Proposals.

Quantity and Quality of Acquisition Streamlining Proposals.

Excellent:
timelinessa;f th

Number of acquisition streamlining proposals and
elr submission fully support achievement of acquisition

streamlining objectives. Proposals submitted reflect complete sensitivity
necessity for tradeoffs between instant contract cost, producibi1ity,
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fife-cycle costs.
reduction costs, operational needs, reliability, supportability, and

Proposals demonstrate a ful1 awareness of the applicable
background for a particular requirement and incorporate experience with
similar past programs, analysis of relevant data bases and use of expert
opinion. Al1 relevant risks inherent in accepting proposals were concisely
identified and considered. Levels of implementation of specification and
standard documents were fully uti1ized in acquisition streamlining proposals.
Requirement documents produced reflect ful1 understanding of the manner in
which proposed requirements impact the flexibi1ity of the contractor for the
next phase.

b. Satisfactory: Number of acquisition streamlining proposals and
timeliness of their submission allow achievement of acquisition streamlining
objectives. Proposals submitted usuallY reflect sensitivity to necessity for
tradeoffs between instant contract cost, producibi1ity, production costs,
operational needs, reliability, supportability, and 1ife-cycle costs.
Proposals demonstrate an awareness of the applicable background for a
particular requirement and usually incorporate experience with similar pqst
programs, analysis of relevant data bases, and use of expert opinion.
Relevant risks inherent in accepting proposals were identified and
considered. Levels of implementation of specification and standard documents
were ordinarily considered in acquisition streamlining proposals. Requirement
documents produced reflect an understanding of the impact of proposed
requirements on the flexibility of the next-phase contractor.

Poor: Number of acquisition streamlining proposals and
timelinessc~f ~r submission do not permit achievement of optimization
objectives. Proposals submitted did not reflect sensitivity to necessity for
tradeoffs between instant contract cost producibility, production costs,
operational needs, reliabf1ity, supportabi1ity, and 1ife-cycle costs.
Proposals do not demonstrate an awareness of the applicable background for a
particular requirement and did not incorporate experience with similar past
programs, analysis of relevant‘data bases, and use of expert opinion.
Relevant risks inherent in accepting proposals were not identified and
considered. Levels of implementation of specification and standard documents
were not utilized in acquisition streamlining proposals. Requirement
documents produced do not demonstrate an understanding of the impact of
proposed requirements on the flexibility of the next-phase contractor.

Government Acceptance of Acquisition Streamlining Proposals.

a. Excellent: The vast majority (over 75 percent) of proposals
submitted are accepted. Proposal justifications are completely adequate to
support the requirement reduction or change recommended. Validity of proposal
cost-saving projections is entirely supportable. Value of proposals accepted
is completely demonstrated in subsequent phases.

b. Satisfactory: The majority (over 5D percent) of proposals
submitted are accepted. Proposal justifications are adequate to support the
requirement reduction or change reconsnended. Validity of proposal cost-saving
projections is usuallY supportable. Value of proposals accepted is ordinarily
demonstrated in subsequent phases.
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c. Poor: More than three-quarters of the proposals submitted are
not accepted. =posal justifications are not adequate to support the
requirement reductfon or change reconsnended. Valfdfty of proposal cost-saving
projectfens fs not supportable. Value of proposals accepted is not
demonstrated in subsequent phases.
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RATING SCALE:

0-49 = Poor

50-80 = Satisfactory

81-700 = Excellent

Evaluation Period

WEIGHTED
RATING WEIGHTING RATING

A. PLANNING FOR ACQUISITION STREAMLINING x .20_ =——

B. MANAGEMENT OF ACQUISITION x 20_ =— —.

1. Organization and ‘Resources

2. Management Emphasis

3. Subcontract Management

c. ACQUISITION STREAMLINING PROPOSALS x 60_ =— _.

~

1. Quantity and Quality of Optimization
Proposals

~

2. Government Acceptance and Experience
with Acquisition Streamlining Proposals

FIGURE 8. Award fee application chart.
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ACQUISITIDN STREAMLINING TIGER TEAM CHARTER

GENERAL. In order to fmplement the Acquisition Streamlining Tfger Team
approach, follow the charter and operating procedures contafned in this
appendix. The operatfng procedures define Government team responsibi1fties in
detaf1.

PURPOSE. To ffnd cost-reduction initiatives from the (program name) current
E6iFF5Et.

SCOPE. The scope of the Tiger Team is unlfmited. They have the authority to
~w, evaluate, and recotmnendany initiative which satfsfies the purpose of
this effort.

SCHEDULE. The Tiger Team wil1 be formed after preliminary design review (PDR)
and W111 not function any longer than 3 months unless specffically extended by
the undersigned.

MEMBERSHIP. To be determined as described in the followfng text of this
appendix.

DOCUMENTATION. The Tfger Team wil1 prepare two documents. The ffrst is a
Final Report describing each reconsnendedinitiative. The second is a Briefing
whfch sunsnarizesthe Ffnal Report.

OISBANOMENT. Upon acceptance of the Fins1 Report, the Tf er Team wf11 be
1 . Documentationdisbanded and al1 resources returned to sponsor organfzat ons

will be maintained by the Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) within the
Program Offfce.

. . .
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ACQUISITION STREAMLINING TIGER TEAM PROCEDURES

PURPOSE~ To find means for cost reduction in the program through
innovative actions by the Program Office and the c~
Corporation, including its employees, subcontractors, and subcontractor
employees.

OBJECTIVE. The objective of acquisition streamlining is to connmsnicate
clea[ly what is required in functional terms and to allow flexibility for the
aPPllcation of contractor’s experience, judgment, and creativity in
recommending application and tailoring of detailed military specifications
(MIL-SPECS !, military standards (MIL-STOS), and other contractual
requirements as the weapon system evolves from full-scale development (FSD) to
production and deployment. The streamlining Tiger Team initiative will be
managed by phase.

In Phase 1, the current contract wil1 be reviewed to find means of
streamlining the present development effort. A Tiger Team is formed jointly
between the Program Office and the contractor to identify and estimate costs
of initiatives for evaluation, review, and recommendation to the program
managers for the Government and contractor. Phase 1 wi11 conclude with the
acceptance of the Final Report for action.

In Phase 2, efforts wil1 continue to identify and accept items for
streamlining the current contract and look for those items which should be
included in the production contract. Phase 2 wil1 be ongoing through the
remainder of FSD and into production and deployment.

GENERAL: Streamlining is the evolutionary development and optimization of
acquisition program requirements for cost-effective contracts. It means doing
whatever is necessary to preclude or eliminate noncost-effective contract
requirements in design, development, production, or procurement.

There are many ways that this can be done:

● .Specifyrequirements in terms of mission performance.

● Preclude premature requirements.

● Tailor requirements.

1. ● Limit the contractual applicability of referenced documents.

00D Oirective (DODD) 5000.1 supports this approach. It states that “effective
I design ... shal1 be obtained to the maximum extent practical to ensure that

defense systems are cost-effective and are responsive to mission needs.”
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Specifications and standards reference others that when added to each other
increase costs fn excess of benefit. Some things can be done:

● Challenge requirements in specifications and standards.

● ‘Conduct technical reviews and assess reasonableness of cost.

● Conduct value engineering throughout the 1ife cycle.

● Upgrade the quality of technical review during program reviews.

The streamlinfng initiative requires an open mfnd and a change of attftudes.
There fs now a greater opportunity for innovatfon. If attitudes change, the
barrfers can be removed that fmpede progress, reduce or elimfnate turbulence
fn daily management, make things sfmple and efficfent, reduce regulatory
requirements to a mfnimum, and strfp away nonessentials.

The acquisition streamlining initiative contafns the following:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Uti1fze contractor ingenufty and experience in Government program
manager’s decfsion-makfng authorfty.

km;age contractors to critfque draft requests for proposals
.

Specify what fs needed, rather than how to.

Specify system-level functfona1 requfrements at onset of development.

Requfre contractors to taflor during one phase for application to
the next.

Preclude premature applfcation of MIL-SPECS and MIL-STDS; identify
them for guidance for demonstratfon/validatfon and tailor them for
FSD.

Lfmit contractual applfcability to one level of reference in FSD.

Pursue economically producible, operationally suitable, and
field-supportable desfgns.

Assure conmlete croductfon sgecfffcatfons whfle provfdfng contractor
flexibility to optimize design.

RESPONSIBILITIES. The overal1 responsibflity for the streamlinfng initiative
1ies wfth the program managers for the Government and contractor, with the
Government having final responsfbility for approvfng initiatives that are
within its authority and for carrying forward to the Program Executive Officer
those that are not.

,.

,

.
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The Government program manager wi11 establish a Tiger
accordance with the charter. During Phase 2, he wi11
disapprove, and implement changes as required.

Team for Phase 1 in
review, approve or

The contractor wi11 be responsible for evaluation, sponsorship, and expedient
processing of those items that he generates. During Phase 1 the contractor
wil1 provide sufficient manpower to staff a Tiger Team and support the
streamlining initiative.

The Government program manager wi11 have overa11 functional responsibi1ity for
the formulation, execution, and ongoing management of the streamlining
program. He will desi nate an Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR). In

‘1Phase 1, the OPR will ead a Tiger Team starting after preliminary design
review (PDR) and culminating with a Final Report to the program managers.
Individuals assigned to the Tiger Team wil1 functionally report to the OPR but
maintain administrative assignment to the sponsor office.

The Government program manager’s engineering division (“Engineering”) wi11 be
responsible for the initial review and ongoing validation of those MIL-SPECS
and MIL-STDS that are nominated for removal or change in application. In
addition, any proposal that involves system engineering as ects of the pro ram

Imust be concurred with by this division unless overridden y the Governmen?
program manager. Ouring Phase 1, Engineering will provide two full-time
positions to the Tiger Team.

The Government program manager’s configuration management d ivision
(“Configuration”) wil1,be responsible for the review of al1 changes that occur
and schedule these changes through the Configuration Control Board (CCB) for
action. During Phase 1, Configuration will provide one full-time position to
the Tiger Team.

The Government program manager’s system integration, operat ions, logistits,
and test divisions wil1 be responsible for “evaluationand recommendation of
each initiative that is brought to the CCB. Ouring Phase 1, each division
will provide one full-time position to the Tiger Team.

The Government contracting officer (“Contracts”) wi11 provide guidance on each
initiative and, if approved, wil1 implement the appropriate changes or
modifications in the contract. In Phase.1, Contracts wi11 provide
one full-time position to the Tiger Team.

All functions in the matrix organization in the Program Office are responsible
for upward information processing of initiatives that are specific to their
function. These matrices will be responsible for coordinating each initiative
in an expedient manner after approval by the CCB. Approval for any initiative

I
lies with the program manager.

The Government auditor will audit and verify al1 costs relating to the
streamlining initiative. Contractor initiatives wil1 be forwarded by the
contractor to the auditor for costing with an information copy to the
contracting officer. The auditor wil1 evaluate each proposal in a timely
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manner and forward it to the contracting offfcer in time to meet the CCB. The
contracting officer wi11 notify the auditor of al1 upcoming CCB items. During
Phase 1, the auditor wil1 provide sufficfent resources to promptly process
cost information for the Tiger Team.

CONFIGURATION CONTROL BOARD. The CCB wf11 process al1 fnftiatfves to ensure
hats ke other contract changes, they are controlled and monitored in a
manner that can be audited and tracked. Each fnftfative will be handled and

$~Y~~~e~a~~p~~a~~~~e~~~n~~:l ‘ot be allowed to be combined with other itemsStreamlfnlng Initlatfves must be segregated so
that a cost track can be specifically Identffled when requested.

ACTION BEYOND THE AUTHORITY OF THE GOVERNMENT PROGRAM MANAGER. Any
streamlining initiative determined by the program manager to be beyond his
authorfty wi11 be first ap roved by the CCB and then converted fnto a decision

Kpackage and forwarded to t e Program Executfve Offfce (PEO). The initiative

will be described in detafl to allow the PEO to make a decision. If the PEO
lacks authority for such a decfsfon, then the PEO must forward it to the
Service Acqufsftfon Executive.

—..
Durfng Phase 1, the entfre Tiger Team effort wf11 be documented in a Final
Report and presented to the PEO for approval fn to or for any combination of
fnftiatfves recoasnended.

DOCUMENTATION. During Phase 1, a Formal Report wf11 be presented to the
program managers for the Government and the contractor. The report wi11 1ist
each fnitfative, fts estfmated cost and schedule, fts impact, and an
assessment of its risk. The Tiger Team wf11 use the format in Table IX or
follow the Sample Acqufsftfon Streamlining Cost-Benefit Government Report Data
Item Description (010) for each fnftiatfve ftem.

Ouring Phase 2, streamlining fnftfat{ves will be submitted in the format shown
fn Table IX (or the sample streamlining 010) and Table X. The initiative wfll
be submitted to “Configuration” for staffing, review, and coordination. The
initiative will be processed fn the same manner as a change request. It will
have a sponsor, an assessment of cost and schedule f acts, and a description
of the proposed change. TThe sponsor wil1 present a s ort oral presentation on
the reconsnendedchange to the CCB for their consideration and action.

CONTRACTOR PROCEDURES. Contractor-generated proposals wi11 be prepared using
‘fables (or sfmflar) and X formats. Proposa1s WI11 be forwarded to the
Program Offtce wfth information copies to the Government audftor. During
Phase 1, the contractor wil1 participate in the development of the Final
Report following procedures wfthfn the Tfger Team charter.

CONTRACTOR INCENTIVE. (See Appendix E)
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TABLE VII. Sample format for streamlining initiatives.

INITIATIVE: Provide a brief description of the initiative and
identify the applicable SOW/specification paragraph, MIL-SPEC/
MIL-STD, or other applicable references.

IMPACT: Describe the impact to the program in the FSD phase to
include cost, schedule, performance, and supportabilit
considerations. YAlso describe future impact which cou d occur in
production, spares acquisition, or reprocurement. If there are
work-abounds, describe these.

COST: Break out savings in each of the FSD contract years and
estimate total savings in production.

SCHEOULE: Show when the initiative could begin and when it would be
integrated into the design or management of the contract. Include
any time required for approval that is not within the authority of
the Government program manager.

PERFORMANCE: Show impact against presently known performance
requirements, if performance is measurable.

SUPPORTABILITY: Show impact on maintainability, availability,
readiness, reliability, and supportability in an operational
environment. Consider impact on reprocurement and spares
acquisition.

CONTRACTUAL IMPACTS: Oetai1 complexity of the change, verify cost
impacts, and make a recommendation. This section wi11 be fi1led in
by the contracting officer.
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TABLE VIII. Aoorova1 form.

Number 8X-YY DATE:
(Configuration Management to provide)

CATEGORY: STREAMLINING INITIATIVE

TITLE:

DESCRIPTION OF TASK:

Cost Est: High ($500K Plus) Medium (150K to $500K) Low ($0 to $150K)

Need data at Program Office:

Impact of not dofng so:

Sfgned by:

Sponsor (OPR): Approved by:

Contracting Offfcer Program Manager

Engfneerfng Dfrector Date

Functfona1 Dfrector

.—-..—-- ---..-—..-— —
CONTRACTOR STRUCTURE. Phase 1 of the contractor art of streamlfnfng
Inftfative will also use a Tfger Team approach. $he Tfger Team wfll be
organfzed fn the followfng manner: (Descrfbe contractor’s organizational
approach and how ft wf11 work wfth the Government team.)

SCHEDULE. The Tfger Team wf11 be on the followfng schedule: Phase 1 wf11
have a 1fmfted 1ffe of not more than 3 months.

Phase 2 wf11 contfnue to reffne the current contract within the provisions of
thfs plan. Addftfonally, begfn to revfew and study what wf11 be required in a
productfon contract.

CONCLUSION. A Ffnal Report and a Brfefing wfl‘
Phase i.

be provfded at the end of
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SIGNATURES:

Government

Program Manager Engineering Director

Contracting Officer Configuration Management Director

Project Director
(Office of Primary Responsibility)

Auditor

Contractor

Contractor (Program Manager)

Contractor (Project Director)
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ACQUISITION STREAMLINING INITIATIVE PROVISION

In order to contractually implement acquisition streamlining on those programs
on which the contractor chooses expeditious paysnentfor his recommendations
under acquisition streamlining rather than under Value Engineering, or on
which the Government and contractor choose to adopt a Tiger Team approach, use
the acquisition streamlining initiative provision that follows.

Insert the following provision in solicitations and contracts for systems
acquisitions that will use a Tiger Team approach or when the contractor seeks
expedited payment for streamlining reconsnendations.

ACQUISITION STREAMLINING INITIATIVE PROVISION (Oate)

This provision implements current DOD direction to streamline major weapon
system acquisition programs. To this end, the Government and contractor agree:

The contractor may identify contract requirements that are not
cost-%fective in design, development, or production and submit recommended
changes as streamlining proposals for approval.

b. For any contractor-initiated streamlining proposals which are
accepted by the Government and implemented by changes to the contract, the
Government will share resulting cost savings to this contract according to the
formula specified below.

c. Definitions:

“Cost savings,” as used in this clause, means the net amount by
which the target cost of the contract is reduced as the result of Government
acceptance of a specific streamlining proposal. The computation of such net
target cost adjustments shal1 include the cost of work added and work deleted,
so as to compute net cost savings and the resulting adjustment to the contract
target cost.

“Streamlining Proposal,” as used in this clause, means a proposal
that:

(1) Requires a change to this contract to implement.

(2) Results in reducing the target cost to the contract without
impairing essential functions or characteristics, provided that
it does not involve a change in:

(i) Deliverable end-item quantities only. (However, reduction
in technical, management, or financial data requirements
may qualify as a streamlinfng proposal.)

(ii) The contract type only.
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(3) IS prepared by the contractor prior to the Government taking
affirmative contractual action to implement the same change
(such as issuina a chanae order or directina contractor
preparation of ~ specif;c Engineering Chang; Proposal).
Government-initiated streamlining proposals implemented b the

iGovernment without prior contractor suggestion shal 1 not e
subject to the sharing arrangement of this provision.

d. The contractor shal1 submit any streamlining proposal in sufficient
detai1 to allow for a thorough and detailed audit and technical analysis by
the Government. The proposal shall follow the Acquisition Streamlining
Cost-8enefit Assessment Report Data Item Description (DID) or the following
format:

INITIATIVE: Provide a brief description of the initiative and
identify the applicable statement of work (SOW)/specification paragraph,
mi1itary specification/ military standard (MIL-SPEC/MIL-STO), or other
applicable references.

IMPACT: Oescribe the impact to the program in the full-scale
developmen~) phase to include cost, schedule, performance, and
supportability considerations. Also describe future impact which could occur
in reduction, spares acquisition, or reprocurement.
wor~-arounds, describe these.

If there are

COST: Break out savings in each of the FSD contract years and
estimate t= savings in production. Each streamlining proposal submitted
must a1so identify the impact that acceptance of such change wi11 have on the
contract target cost, target profit, target price, and ceiling price for each
of the contract 1ine items affected. In addition, describe the impact, if
any, on contract funding schedule.

SCHEOULE: Show when the initiative could begin and when it would be
integrated~e design or management of the contract.

PERFORMANCE : Show impact against presently known performance
requirements, if performance is measurable.

SUPPORTABILITY: Show impact on maintainability, availability,
readiness, rellability, and supportability in an operational environment.
Consider impact on reprocurement and spares acquisition.

CONTRACTUAL IMPACTS: Oetai1 complexity of the change, verify cost
impacts, and make a recotmnendation.

e. The Government wil1 process streamlining proposals expeditiously.
However, it shall not be liable for any delay in acting upon a streamlining
proposal. The contracting officer’s decision to accept or reject al1or part
of any streamlining proposal shal1 be final and not subject to the Oisputes
Clause or otherwise subject to appeal under the Contract Disputes Act of 1978.
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f. Upon successful conclusion of negotiations of fndfvfdual streamlfning
proposals, the contractor and Government wf11 execute a contract modiffcation
to adjust target cost, target profft, target prfce, and cef1fng prfce to
reflect Government/contractor sharfng of the cost savings pursuant to the
formula below.

Contract Adjustment. The modiffcatfon acceptfng the strearnlfnfng
propo~al (or a subsequent modfffcatfon whfch reflects the outcome of any prfce
negotiations followfng the possfble fssuance of a change order) shal1:

(1) Equftably adjust the contact target cost, target profft, target
price, and ceflfng prfce fn accordance wfth the Changes clause to reflect the
ful1 cost savfngs (and applfcable profft) associated wfth acceptance of the
proposed change.

(2) After the above downward adjustments, add an amount equa1 to
one half (50 percent) of the negotfated target cost adjustments to the target
profft, target prfce, and cefling prfce.

h. If a proposa1 fs offered by the Contractor and accepted by the
Government under thfs provfsfon, ft cannot be subsequent submftted under the

fValue Engfneerfng clause (Federal Acqufsftfon Regulation FAR) 52.248-1).

f. For proposals submitted under thfs streamlinfng fnftiatfve provisfon,
the contractor shal1 be entftled to only the adjustments provfded above.
Future contract savings, concurrent contract savings, or CO1lateral savfngs
(as def friedfn FAR 52.248-lb) are not applicable. Nor shal 1 the contractor be
entftled under thfs provfsfon to any incentfve payments or sharfng of cost
savfngs associated wfth additional items or work added to the contract after
acceptance of the streamlfning proposal except to the extent that priced
exfstfng optfons were contafned in the contract as of the date of accepting
the streamlining proposal that results in cost savfngs to such ftems. The

“ target cost, tar et profft, target prfce, and cef1ing prfce of such optfoh
1ftems will be ad usted under paragraph (g) above incident to the negotiation

of the equftable adjustment and fncentive adjustments resultfng from
acceptance and implementalfon of streamlfnfng proposa1(s).

J. In the event agreement between the Government and the contractor
cannot be reached concerning the amount of the equftable adjustment(s) or
other contract adjustments associated wfth acceptance of a streamlining
proposa1, the Government may fssue a ffnal decisfon of the contracting offfcer
and unflaterally fssue a contract modfffcatfon makfng those adjustments
determined approprfate under this provfsfen. Any such ffnal decfsfon shall be
subject to appeal by the contractor fn accordance wfth the Ofsputes clause.
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